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ABSTRACT
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state. While some.states indicated that the federal student

. programs had been the foundation on which's-tate prograMs wer
structured, a larger group of states indicated thit overall,
has been no significant impact of federal programi and polici
the states' programs. Most states felt that federal?. policies

'not, in general, served to leverage additional state support:
states that did ,perceive a leveraging impact sawit arising ou,
the State Student Incentives Grants (SSIG) and the Guaranteed S
Loan programs. Overall, the states do not oppose discretionary u
SSI,G funds, but many stressed,that discretidn-Ishould. be flexible
permissive. States-were also questioned regarding: the impact on
state if the federal contribution were el.iminated or reduced; the
effect of federal.student-linancial assiOtance poliCies on the

.
distribution of students attehding independent vermin private

. institutions in the state; the extent to which fedeal student aid
policies have affected tuition and enrollment caps; and the state's
approach to analysis of the impact of federal programs. (SW)
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SUMMARY or siiso summi

,
Idrodpi I. The "Impact ."-an 'Effect of Federal Pol1cies

1

W." (3,) .To what e tent have the federal student finan-
pia1 aid programs affected your states student assistance
prograds and policiet? (2) How Wii-this impact manifested'itself? (3) Identify the changes in the state programs, thetime period within which they occurred, and the nature ofthe: relationship to the applicable federal policy.

If

IA . The states fall into two major groups in response.
to the impact 'isbue. The larger group 'of states ,indicated
that iverall,--there. Mat been no significant iiactof
Federal ,prfocjrams' and' poliCies oil the. states' programs and

policies, although many ,of these' states did indicate, that
.rthe. SSILp;ograskaAad,ad4Impact many cases t was'.

the only impat Cit-ea)*. -; In 'states where 4;there had been, no
.

existing,staie, grant program, SS/G was credited *as the
--incentive for establishing onx. ManPstates which ,did have

existing, state grant prdgrams Indicated that Ogderal par-
, -,

, ticipation Alti faciliiated an expansion of the program.- , .
gait' noted the importance of GSL.

( A smaller group of states indicated that the
Federal student' aid programs had en the, foundation on
which- state programs 'were Structured.

- )

;

, , 3
)
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IB. (1) Eave federal student financiat aid policies and

programs in general served to leverage the appropriation of,.
additional state postseCondary supportA or has it had a%difr
ferent effect? (2) Has any particulir program (SSIG, Pell,
etc.) generated more or less.leveraging of state support?

- (3) Differentiate between state 'student aid funds and other
state support of postsecondary education.

I

IS . most itates felt thaffederal policies have 1121;

in generall.served to leverage additional-state suppoit,

. althdugh Many states which felt that there had been.either

no levekage or minimal leveragedid irdicate that SS/G had

had "some" or. a 'slight" leveraging effect".

. 2

Thestates WhiCh di..d perceive aleveraging impact
. .

; .

siW'it arising out of the SBIG and G8T.: progi-ams.
-

, .

`

I. (;) De ing'specifically with'SSIG,4hat would be
the impact on yoi4r itite if.theTederal Contribution were to
be eliminated or reduced? (2) Indicate the-imPact in terms
qf the.state.student gfant program in pirticular and studefit
access in general. (3) Axe there-:changed in SSIG which
might make the program more effiCient2 .(4),-Should_SSIG be

, expanded to allow the.states more discretion in the use of
the funds (e.g., for work programs instead of sOlely for
grants)?

lc ApOroximately severi states indicated that'there

-ks a possibility that the state gr4nt program would be eli-
,

.minated if the Federal contribution 'were eliminated.
.

.

, .

Four states responded that eliminating or reduding

would have significant effect.
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, I
indcated the impact would be on'access, not choice'wh le

the remaining six indidited -choice might be affected, :

'Another everi states *indicated that elimination or/).
, #

rédustion of.t4le federil contribution would have a signifi
lot N..I.

cant^impact, but not a devastating one.

Nine states indicated no impact or a minimal effect

if the Federal contributio'n were to be eliminited or
6

reduced'.

Of the twelve states which responded,to,the

question in terms of access/choice an equal.number, six,

not access.

ut

4

Only a feW states (in each of the above groups)

were able to indicate whether or not ttie state would likely

keduce the number of grants or the size of the ilWards; these

categories split evenly. Most states could not predict

1Which way the state would react in that respect.

A number of states'from each of the categories

ranging from "elimination" to "no impadt". indicated that the

'state would still come up with a package for students with ,

the greatest need.- Many states indicated-that the middle

classstudents would be hardest hit, with a number of states

...
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indicating that the'students at independent Schools would*
*- ,

..e ,

tfepl the most inipact; this response came-primarily from sta- . c

.. . .

1

tea whose programs are largely.geaced 6 students at inde-

pendent ,institutilons. /

Most states indicated that they Would not rePlace

the Federal contribgtion. fp

,

.
r-

AlMost withou,t exception, the re9pondentspindicated

, that the SStG program is,efficient and well run. Manyrfgel
410'

it is,the most effcient Federal projram. A number st4ted

that it is a.good model for the ideal state-Federal.

reartnership:

Overall, the states dOn't oppose 'discretionary use -

of SSIG ftinds, but many stressed that Aiscretion should,be

flexible_and,permissive, not mandatory or inflexible. -Most

states fallor.kgepingi.the program the wax it is (but doh't

objeCt to there being discretion for states who so desire).

A few states favor the,lidea and Would in fact use the money

in work-study programs. Two states favor abolishing SSIG

and using the funds for CWS.

ID. 11) Have federal sltudent financial assistance
policiei affegted the distribution oC students attending
independent versus public institutions in the state? (2).

Have these policies affected the distribution of students
within the public institutions (2year, 4,-year, etc.)?` A3)
Have the federal policies affected'the aggregate number .of
qtudents attending postsecondary institutions in the state?.
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,

.. (4) Have
1

dhy chanies been weighted towards one or more par-
ticuIar categories of students? (5) To what extent has the
state taken action, tO either reduce or capitalize upon, such

, chan4es?
. .

.
..

ID Virtually no state was able to respond to this

question using quantitative data; there apparently is none.

Some states are in the Trocess of studying the matter; no

results are.ih yet. The'reapondents answered this question

based on their own sense of the matter. The majority of

Oiates indicated that there is no relationship between

e' 'Federal policies and programs.and shifts in student

demographic variables. Many states have experienced

incresed enrollments at public institutions, with a larger

increase at two year sphras. In fact, the increased

enrollment at two year scxhobls was the most common variable

t.

among the states. This i),s seen as being refledtive of

unemployment and the economy. Other than the several states

- which are responding to an increased demand. fdr

0 .

technical/scienceprograms, non gave any response wh4ch

indicates that action is teing 'taken to rice or capitalize

upon changes. ..

Private enrollment levels have remained stable in

many states, increased lin a few and.decreased in some. Some

respondents indicated that there may be a tie between-grant

money reductions and private school enrollment decreases.

7

, e
4



'clent.-Le..01eacitiitstuderit.'Someresprits . also feel

- ,
.

6

Some States indicated that communitY college

enrollment increases are in part due to,a "new.kind" of stu-
. .

A

that the-low cost of these schools enables some people who

might otherwiie not fiave:had'access to attend-at the 'post-
;

-.7, secondaty level..
-

40

Chan4es agaiA seem to be weighted toward the middle .

class student; it is this Student who max be more likely to

spend his or hei first two,years at a community cql,lege and

thgn move to a four year school or attend a fol.= year public

rather.

Some states attribute enrollment'increases to stu-

dents who are seeking an education in technical, engineering

or science areas. Several states are attempting to repond

'to this by strengthening these programi. One or two-itatet

hive entertained the.possibility of "loan foregivehess"

programs.in Ehese areas:

IE.' (1) To what extent'have federal student financial
assistande policies and programs affected state olicies
towards pOstsecondary education other than student financial
aid? Incldded in this would be tuition and fee levels,,
enrollment caps, aid to independent colleges and institu-
tional expantion/program review decisions.

It. The majority of respondents (approximately 20)

indipated that(Federal programs and policies have no direct

impact on policies other than financial aid. Of the

.
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18 respondents who discussed tuition increases as being
-

affected by external policies, one half indicated that the

state's owribudgbet and poliCies are the key factor. The

otifer half indicated.tht Federal policies have had some

effect upon tuition increases, in that federal funding made

it, e.g., "easier to justify" those increases. One of.these

star which indicated that federal policies directly' ,

affected a tuition increase indicated that this was the case
. -

only with the state's,medical school.

Only one state indciated that fees have been kept

lower as a result of federal funding.

. 'Most States don't have enrollment caps. _A few do;

one indicated that this is just now occurring and would have

happened sooner without federal funds.- Several other states.

that have caOS have them only at the professional school

level or.in science/technical programg-; this-is not nece-

sar ily seen as 'being 'tied; feTtler al,ftfundi:ng

/F. (1) Is federal student aid policy better or,leis
well understood.in the context of its impact upon the state
than other fedeal adtivities? (2) If there is a dif-
ference, describe your perception of the reasons.

,
'IF The, states split on this one. Generally, smaller

states and those with less complex state goVernment systems

indicate that student aidpolicies-are-better' understood.

This seems tb ,a function of aotive' student:-aid officers'
- .
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organizations and orgood communications'between

congressiorial delegations ahclinstitutions and
. '.

z

ovetning/coordinatiAg 6Cerds. isirger, more Complex states

r generally indicated that student aid is less well'understood

often pointing to medicare/medicaid as a prograt which is '

better understood!'

A

1

Group II. State Response to Federal Policies

IIA. . (1) Is analygis of the impact of federal programs
cent;alized in yoUr state? (2) Which agency or office (or
offices) handle such analyseS? (3)-In this context, how is
federal policy on student aid handled'? (4) Is legislative -

and executive analysis coordinated? (5) How and by whom?

,ITA ; There is probably a fairly even split on thi

question. Generally,.\ifa'siate's analysis is central zed,

that analySis is done'by the SHEE0 office. In states

where tepondent indicated that analysIs is "decentraliZed"

Or "not centralized'," any analysis which is done is most

often performxl by the SHEEO-office, although in several

ostates where ihe' analysis is decentralized it is perforMed .

bithe entity most affected, e.g., the state guirantee

agency deals with GSL matters; the institution deals with

.camplis baiid program matters, etc.

,Legislative and executive.analysis-is often not

coordinated; to the extent that it is accomplished by the

SHEEO or the governor"s office.

ft

or-
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ob-

A fairlycommon response', especially.En smaller
f

states, wai,"everlione does a lot of talking and communicating

*with one..another,'' *even if there,is no formalized analyeis

process.

113. .(1) How, if at all, _ties your state responded to
the major change ederal student aid policir, such as the
eligibility chan es in Pell ahd GSL?

,In Apptoximately ten states indicate that there was no

response or no major impact as a iesult'of eligibility

'changes in Pell
rtr

/.
respOnse was of

and GSL. About as many indicate that

a lobbyins natuie. A similae numbei

ditcussed operational or proposed state GSL or bond issues

fdtate lqans. Approximately five responded that their
4

state supported the changes, or even if they didn't'agree ih

. principle responded by charging state requirements to be

consistent. A few'states mentioned development of state

work...study programs as a response, and'onestate is deve-
Si

loping a state need based program. About'four 'states were

unclear as to' reponse.

.Overall, more states were concerned,with,GSL than

/ ,

,Pell in this respett.

of the states whigh have or are proposing GSL

programd, mote View it'as a responsesto federal, actiong.
,

/IC. (1) Have changes in federal Policy been anIbunced
with sufficient lead time to.enable the state to respond in
reasonable fashion? (2) Has the state engaged,in.sustained
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analysis of the impact of.federal student aid policy, or is
such analysis done on aft ad hoc basis? (3) Has there been
sufficient information regarding changes in federal policy
available to the state sufficiently in'adVance ct implemen7
tation to allow for al-appropriate state response? .

-e%

IIC Most of the states feei that there is not suf-

ficient lead time given. Of those which think there is

enough time, many credit not the federal government 4!_ax:

intervening agency (e.g., the state's Washington office,

SFAA, SHEEQ)- with getting the information to them in timel.

.Pe 1 changes and social security changes were often cited -as

rece t examples of cases where timeowas insufficient.

Analysis is ad hoc' in most states.

Most feel that information is insufficient,

although ewerthan those who think lead time is insufficient.

Again, oth r entities are credited with sufficiency of

.information where it is felt to exist.

Sev ral states blame ther on intrastructure for

perceived' I ficiency.

IID. (1) What is the relationship between ygor state's
eponamic conditibn durihg the perio'd dovered, state support
fdepostsecondary education and.federal student aid
policies? (2) Have the federal policies tended to be coun-
terc'Yclical or have they exacerbated economic swings? (3)
Hdve state efforts been-cOuntercyclical or consistent'witfi
econothic conditions



,
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IID Many states with poor economies fee% that at a time

when ttTey are being hit with a bad state ecTotyllthe

federal government is pulling back when it should be giving

more support.

Most feel that federal policies exacerbate'ecodomiO

swings while sate efforts are conSistent. .

Many perceive this issue as a state problem, not

necessarily tied to Federal policies.

IIE. (1) What is the appropriate balance between state
and federal involvement in postsecondary support? What role
'should the state play in the relationship between the
federal government and the institutione in the distribution
and use of student financial aid fudds? (2) What, ii
anything, should be done to revise the relationship between
federal,student aid policies and stetts? (3) Include here.
programmatic suggestions as well as policy changes, at both
the state and.federal levels.

IIE " Almost as many different responses as respondents.

Overall, many feel that the federal government is and Should .

be the primary source of altd, with the state supplementing

that assistance.

\

Statei split in the role in distribution of funds;

%many see a value' in state oversight,. some see a' yeste of

money with the state-In the middle. Generally, ihe state

should help when,it can and not intrude-4f not nedessary.
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ALABAMA

MA. The state's grant and GSL. programs came inio

-existance as a result of,Federal involvement. The grant

prograth begain in 1975-6. Alabama GSL became Operational

March 1981.

Responaents indicated that federal programs, par-

.tioularly fell, are so large andhave so much publicity that

that isrylat has made i possible to get the state programs

which do exist/ i.e., the Alabama Stsudent.Assistance Progiam

(ssIG) and ,the Alabama GSL irogram. Initially,

appropriations were made beciuse the federal programs were-

' there. When the federal government made clpacks so did the

Atate. 'Alabama began itd student assistance program after

iSIG and does not overmatCh.

-

ry. The percentage of students at-private schools who

receive Aid is much largertlian in the public setor.

Private students are more dependent on 'aid dollars. -In the.

time period of.the last ten years beginning with'Pell, pri-
.. t,4)

vate programs bave increased enrollment 3%,per year.

Allbama has a tuition egualizatiom,Program but it is not

seen as being related to the federal policies. /t was

'established rn 1978.
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'Appropriate Balande

-2-

III. , The state is trying to make--education available and

that philosophy will cohtihue. However,- unleSs federal

dollars are there there Will be no replacement at the state

level;,aithough that may be 'different at the research end:
so,

rv. 'A greater percentage of students who receive .state

aid are private school'students. .The state's latest survey

show that'slightly over 504 of the state's students receive

federal aid. Therthis been an increase in enrollment;

however, how directly this fs related to 'federal aid poll.-

cies depends dh which percent'age which receives aid is being.

vieWed.' It'is speculated that half of the students in the

state probably would not be in post-secondaryeducation

without federal aid. The state has not seen any great

changes in the demographics of students, Le., distribution

shifts between private and public or within the public'

system. One thing that has been noted is a decrease in the

_number of Veterans who areattendingi which, is correlated
4

with a decrease in veterans' benefits.. This has affected

community colleg enrollment. The state has.nOt taken any
.

action ,t0 rspd nd to these changes.
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V. 'No reslionse.

VI.a. , SSIG. If the reds did away' itith the WIG program

.there would-be.no need. based grant program in the state of

Alabama', according to' Respondents. Thire is a feeling that'

the fedval threats of funding cuts have carried over into

the state's phildaophy. In 1982-1983 the matched federal

dollars came from the institutions. Any perceived changes

in the SSIG program could be related to the federal poli-

cies, however, thei are definitely related to the state's

econoMy. SSIG gave grants to 5,400 gtudents this year.

Many of those would need teturn to loans or drop out if the .

program did not exist.
4

V
4

In respoldj.ng to whether or not the state.should
- .

have discretion on use of funds now paid out of SSIG, it is

felt Olat legislators wOuld-pay more.attention to a-need for

a work study program than for a grant program and might -

possibly come through with more dbllars.

Alabama has a guaranteed student loan luogram which

, carpe'into existence as a response to the ederal program.

.The Alabama GSL legislation was.passed in May Of 1980 and

became operational in March of 1081.
,

Alabama's-respOnse to major, changes eligibility_for

POI and GSL has,baen,"changes .hava been implemented." It

''was.noted that proposed changes have not been addressed on a,
I

statewide response ievel.:
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'VII. ,In the past few years there has been increased

under.Standing of Federal.stddeAt aid programs.
--

Alabata's aaalysis of Federal programs is not y

.centralized. the Commission on Higher Education attemets to !'

keep students and financial- aid.officers well inkormed - but

the effort is not well organized.at this point.

The State feels.it is given sufficient lend time to

respond to Federal policiei, and indicated that it (the

,State) has organizational problems which impede response.

AnalYsis is ad hoc: Sufficient information is given, but\\'.

same pridnizational problem exists.-
_ .,\

Both the state's econoiy and Federal policies are

linked to decreasing money for Student aid., Federal poll.-,

icies are countercyclical.: State efforts are consistent.

Exemplary-programs. .Alabama has a tuition equali-.
ow-

'zation program to help defray cost of students attending

i5rivate institutions:

VIII.b. Not 'given,

VfIIc No examples given,of private sector developments.
el

.1.r-,
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ALASKA °

- ,

ZIA The.State Student LoanProgram is the biggest stu-

dent assistance program in the State. The State became

'heavily involved in the loan program wheri the Feds tightened
.

eligibility. The State's-grant program was developed as a
,

result of SSIG. The-State has no work-study program .

(Although one is being developed). The.State gets'some Pell

money but this is a small amount.

IIB Federal policies and programs did leverage tie

State-1n a negative sense. Alaskans were cut out of Federal

assistance in larte numbers and the State had to pick thii

up. Gsr, was most heavily affected.

V.

The Feds and the States stiould be in-partnership

with one another. Alaska believes in a matching effect, but

the Feds'ibould not be resp4sible for more4han one half Of

the burdpno ,The'State's role ts.to coordinate and".to try to

centralize the,function so .there ts an order to it. The

state gall be of help in interpreting what comes from the '

4
*.

. . .

Feds; as it comes direct/y from them it is not,always in the
. _

- , _

usabie form for the institutions. egarding suggested

reviions of the Statet-Federal relationshipp.respondent

indicated that the Fedq need to, decide wilt it is they are

trying to achieve and-what the goals ate, This should ini-
.

tiate student policies which would encourage a state to pur-

sue.goals. ,Alaska has a major problem with Federal defiA7

tiions of needd or the way needs tests are'rtin becaUSe,no

,

C.
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allowance is made for differential. For example, the cost

o'f-living'in Alaska is quite high. Many students are ren-
.

dered ineligible for Federal aid in,Alaksa because of this.

For examplel'a family which makes $40,000 in Alaska is quite -

different than a family Which makes $40,000 in Arkansas if

each has one'student wishing to attend college.

IV Federal student Aid policies have not affected

demographic variables in the State.

V None.

VIA If the SSIG were to be eliminated, Alaska would

drop out of the program. There would be no need-based

- program at the State level. If the program were reduced,

the State would Still probably drOp out. The State.is an

evenly matched one which receives only about $100,000 from

the Feds. There woufd be no real impact on student aOcess%

bedause the program is so small.

The.State has no problemi with the efficiency of:.

the program, but feels that it'is underfunded.,

The State would Oppdse discretioniry use-of funds:
,

ro-

VIB 'Alaska indicated that it has ".pretty much gone.its

apyiii.way." The State is now looking at the development of its
4

own work-study program. 'The State has a "tremenidousn and

probably the most liberal.loan program in the nation.
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(Eligibility for the State loan is as follows: Alaska resi-

dent, attepding an Alaskan school, full-time student,,no.

needs test, Undergraduate students--maximum $6,000 at 5%,

graduate students--maximum $7,000 at'5%, and-if a student

resides in Alaska after attending schoOl, the State will

deduct up tO.10% of his/her payments per year up to 50%;

i.e., the State will write-off ap to half of the loan 'as

long as the Student stays in Alaska.) The State has a very

small Pell program.

VIC None given.

so

'Federal Student aid policies are well understood

and understood probably as Well ad oiher Federal programd.

The analysis of Federal programs-is centralized

with the Commission on Postsecondary Education. The

Commission also coordinaees le§islatiire and executivi-inaly-

,-

sed.

7

Generally the State feels it is given sufficient

lead time, although ift some cases they are not. An example

Of this would have been Pell last fall. Analysid done on .

tkis, is ad hoc. The State feels that it is given sdfficient,

information.
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Alaska's economy kas on the rise when%the nation's

wis flat. Thu's, the State was able to pick up some of the

slack left behind by Federal cutbacks. Federal policies

have exacerbated. State efforta have been consistent.
s

VIIIA Alaska has a very large and liberal state loan

program. It is Aasy to achieve'eligibility. If a student
. .

iesides in Alaska after completing his/her studies, the

State will write-off up to half of-the loam if the student

remains in Alaska. (See response to VIB.)

VIIIB Alaska has Introduced legislation to develop a

work-study4eprograk.

VIIIC None given.

S.

-461,

.

t

a



ARIZONA

IIA Respondent indicated thit Federal policies have.had'

little effect on the State. However, the Hoird Of Regents

did set aside 5% of last year's increase in tuition for

grants to needy students in 1§83-4; 'SSIG ii the only. najoe

state-supported program. Arizona doei not have a state,-wide

program. State wassistance. takes the form of tuition

waiyers; this is administered by the institutions. '

IIB Respondent kndicated that there is no leyeraging

impact in the State. .

IIC Tuition has gone up inArizona because it is a

source of revenue. Federal policies are not functionally'

related to fee levels.

0
III The Federal government-should continue to operate

loan programs. Grant money whiCh goeS directly,to stUdents

would be handled better if the states were.involved-in pro-

cessing aPplications and awarding money, but the states

Couldn't take on this administrative burden without federal

funds. 'Most institutions aren't set up to handle programs.

./V j Arizona hasn't experienced any shifts in the

demographic variables as related to*federal policiee. There

are very few stUdentS2in the pri*vate sector. Commuraty

colleges have groWn at a faster rate, and there has been an
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increase in four-year public inseitutions. The community

college growth is 'related to the economy.) Any changes which

might exist in the aggregate number of students are mot

. related to federal policies. Anecdotal data indicates. that

Aiddle-Class siUdents are finding it more difficult
.
to get

-aid. -Tim:els )t-perceived need, of,additional funds foe the .

middle class: lleiporident indicated that more students are:.

going into business and.science programs.

V' The State has fostered the trend of students'toward

.business and science programs.' There is an effort to

iMprove.engineering programs in the State. The State has
/

_done -nothing in response to the perceived heed of the middle

class. ''. MN. .... .

V .
\a

.1
,

VIA If 'We. 8SIG program were eliminated, Arizona would

eliminate'matching funds:and the program would be

teriinated.

SIG is one of the more efficiently operated

prograzils. No changes are necessary.

It is tot necessary to prOvide,discretion.. .aws

works we-1). as

23

V.
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VIB' The Stite has not responded to changes in eligibi7

litir in Pell and GSL. Arizona is a "late comee'to GSL;

havin4 joinea the program within the-past two.years.

VIC None given.

1

VII Federal student aid\policies are probably less well

understood than others.

0

Analysis of federal programs is not centralized in.

the State, the process is described as "ad hocracy." The

Board of Regents'w6uld dobany analysi6 that might be done.

The State has not been affected by lead time for

;changes in federal programs because there has noi been'

resporise at the Siate level. On the institutional level,

however-, there have been problems in delays for allocation

and eligibility. There is a burden placed on the staff.

There is no formal analysis done.. Information is not Suf-
.

ficient at the institutional level..

Federal policies do not affec't-the economy as much

as state policies and money. The State operates on the .

assumption that student's will attend. Tuition isnot hlgh

in the State.

-\

mit



VIIIA
*None

giver2,)

VIIIB , None given.

Notle given.

.
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II.A The Arkansas Legislature probabl would not have

established the state's Acholarship program without federal

incentive.- As the,program became more established, t5e

.state put more money into itp, now it is 75% itate and 25%

federal.

Arkansas faw dictates, that money muist be ppovided

to etch qualified student who applies by the deadline
.

II.B. Arkansas had no state student aid program prior to
-

SSIGI. it:is now.an overmatcheil etate. Leveraging,is, not

'-seen to be og any great impact. the legieiature- is not seen.
,

as being sensit4v

or proposed feder

State dollars goin

institution has an

appropriated for ed

'ture meets.

IX.C. , No iiict.

III. No rationa given.

to' increasing funds'in the face of real

ftinding cuts. There Is a formula for

to instittitions. Each two and four year

ppropriations bill. An "X-amount" is

cation every two years'Wlen the legisla-
.

A

There is no data ad.of yet to substantiate any

trends. However, in 1981-1982 there was an increase in

enrollment'at two year independenteinstitutions. There was

a slight increase in enrollment,in four year public schools.
dle

There is , larger inqrease in twO year tharrin four year
, y

schools. Inspite of the increase in public and dec,rease in
,

private there iian'overall inarease in the aggFegate number
. _
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of students. No direct ties to the.federal policies, are

seen. NO research has been done on what_kind Of students

,are most affected by this. No action is takento capitalize.

4on these changes.

V. Noresponse..

4.1

.Vi.a., SSIG. .The,law in Arkansas requites *that the

atate must provide money to each qualified student who. has
/

Pplied by the deadline; obviously this means prorated

amountt depending on the number of qualified applicants...-.

The respondent indicated that because the state must find

money for every student there would nOt b much difference
.

other than,the.dollar amount. It is not se n as something-

that Would dramatically afftOt access,,but it would.chrce.
,

VI.b. . The GSL agency in Arkansas is a separate entity and

Es not under the mmbrella'of the board of Higher EdUcationi

The.Department's only responsibility Is proViding Occasional

information to the entity. It has,been noticed.that there
*

were fewer loans given after the eligibility ohanges in. GSL
A

;tightened. As far as PELL lis concerned the Department tries

to collect data from each institution; 6e. Department dbes

do a detailed report on how much money is coming int6 the

state and how it iS disbursed.by the institution, etc.

Arkansas has not seen a significant deorease-in the federal

funding in that area, or:that is,to say they haven't seen

,

enough of i dedrease to 'make them, feel it ,necessary' to
,.

f

calley,the legislatori

I
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a,

No reaponse. .

ea.

S.

'vl/. _(See attached)..

VIII.a: NO examples were given of exemplarY programs. The.

state has no tuitioh eqUalization .prograM%

1112/.b. Respondent indicated that financial aid: officers

have seen a lttle *more money in work.study programs in the

- -pagt-couple of years.

VIII.c. -There are no examples of private sector developments...

4

a.

,
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%VII The state his a.good,working relationship with

the SSIG office in Washington and finds it tb

be very responsive and very efficient. In

"factl'commendable.

There is nO real centra/ized analysis of

federal Policies. The state agency does not

have the specific 'staff or branch for that.

Any analysis which is'dond is done throughthe

Director of the DePattment. The legislature

and the executive.agency rely bn the Depart-

ment.' Requests come to that Office.- That is

the.-Department. The Department serves as a'

_

liaison- between,the legislature and. the

governor.

It:is felt that therw,is not sutficient

in order to respond. An example given'was that

there yes ultimate chaos last yeat in'the delay-
,

of inforMation-and funds.. Thi.delivery syStem'

lastsyear was the worst ever, although the

itate feels more positive'about the upcoming

year. Any analyses done of these types.of

'thin4t.are done on in ad hoc 6isip.



VII
,ove.

Economic conditions: The state has had -

to reduce the state expenditures;_ The

state fundm whatever the condition

merits. There is a'very slight increasW
. -:-

in funding for the '83/184 year.

Enrollment is projected tojad up.slightly

for that period. The state's efforts dre

consistent with economic conditions:

-

e'
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CALIFORNIA.

II.b. Federal student financial aid' policies have not ,

served as leveraging mechanisMs. In the overall financial

structure of the state post-secondary support is a relatIve-

ly small 16art.

II.c. "),Acgording to respondent California has not done a

lot in direct response. There is not a substitution impact

perceived there. Fee levels were not raised in response to

PELL. Community college fees were raised in response to the

state budget (r83/!84).

VII Respondent found.it difficult to answer the question

r

regarding sutf\cien time and information. it is feit that

if something is going to be out the state can get it. No

one inthe state has a network in order to develop a itate

position which makes the centralization question irrelevant

.to some extent.

VII /Cleirly federal policies exacerbate,the state

situation along with fee increases and the inflexibility in

'the statels own situation. No funding has been increased as

,,a result of federal poiicies and enrollment has not

:Ndeclined.

.5
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'ILI. . The federal government is responsible for providihg

dollars and shoad set minimum criteria for the distribUtion

of'funds, but allow flexibility for state use. The accoun-

tability of the funding source must berrelated to the flexi-.

bility of the system. This would also insure equity:for all

states. Resporident *has a problem" with the federal gdvern-
.

ment or the state getting involved with the academic side of

things, California has a problem at this time regarding

satisfactory academic progress. Some people think that

there should be, Rix' axample, a set level of the GPA to

alloW a student to remain eligible fOr,\aid; however, others

feel that the state should simply set standards and let it

.go at that, because it is an institutional dec siOn. Both

' the federal government and the state should t y to avoid

Using funds to achieve ends other than the reiction of

financial barriers. This ii not to'say that problems should

be ignored, Jut the end should be the removal.of those

barriers.

rv; Distribution of students .is being affected but it

is not quite certain at this ,Point,how and what. The mumber
,

Of first time freshien at private institutions is.dropping

anOit is increasing in the public schools; This past fall

is, according'to projections,,the:first 'time there should

have been an cmerall decline. However,,there was an

4.

.1 I
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indrease at post-secondary attendance, all of thii increasé

in public institutions. It is seen as possibly being a

fundtion of state policies and not the economy or-not

federal policies. The independent schoOls thihk its bedause

of the California grant programs.

V. None.

SSIG., The impact would be very significant in

California. SSIG represents one-eighth of the tunding for

state programs. This would reduceby'one-eighth the

available funds aila timeshens fees are going.up in all four

segments (independent, U.Cal:, state system, and Californiar-

Community Colleges)... There are now state resodrces to

expand or replace those lost funds. .It As estimated that

th'e state siduld lose twelVe of its480,0004000 in that area:

This would translate into abotit 7500 recipients. It is dif-

ficult tos.say whidh students would lose those awards because,

California's SSIG award winners are not identified before

hand; in a sense the money is thrown into a pot and they are

Identified 201 hoc.

.\
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^,VI.b.. That is'a difficult question fOr the respondent'bo

answer.. There are a lot\of problems iniitherstatelwith-..

internalPpolitical tensions. The state's .interestd stu-

dent financial aid is relatively recent.- *The interest ad a

state fi not as longstanding as it id in the eastern part Of

ihe-country. Its just.not something they "had their act

tOgethee'enough to.make any determinations On.

VI.c. None spoken to..

VII. The analysis of impact of federal programs is not

centralized in the state: Nooneis officially charged with

state policy tfiere are a lot of gaps in the system. Matters

are handled-ad hoc. legislative- and executi've anaylsivis

not coordinated. The financial aid directors are a fairly
1

strong force in the state.

VIIIia.

VIII.b.

None given.

None given.

VIII.c. None liven.

A



COLORADO

II.a. Respondent indicated that there is a clear impact

of federal programs.on state programs. Most specifically,

it made private students_eligible for the SSIG program

. wfiereas'prior to the federal Programs, there students'were

not eligible for other programs. That has not generalized;

private students have not been made eligible for the other

programs as a resUlt: The other impact .seen is that when

Colorado sets up regulations for state programs there is an

attelipt made to make them consistent with federal regula-

tions. They ,aie not identical, however.

II.b. There is not diredt evidence of leveraging of money.

for state programs as a result of federal policies. The

general enthusiasm by students- may have inspired enthusiasm,

of the state. It'eaded fears of raising tgition. There is

,really no response of *leveraging. In-all likelihoOd this is

true because Colorado did not have tO create a program far

SSIG; it already had a well developed state .student, program.

There is an attitude In the legislat*e that seeths to be one

of.resentment of .411plications that the State isexpectedto

pick,up federal prograis-. In short, they don't like to be

told what to.do...Colorado is:an overmatched,state.



Il.c. It is possible that as A result of the federal

programs theremay have been moefreedorn to raise tuition. :

Respondent does not see.any'other impact. Enrollment caps ,

apparently exist bui are mot related to federal policy.

There has been no response to GSL changes. .A

task force on alternatives was established. There were

recommendations made by the Committee on student aid that

more students should be served and, for_example, they could

work while going to school. In'other words they wOuld be

able to finance education without federal aid. As to Awards -

by caMpus if Pell shifts, the,state would shift but they are

unclear as tb how they would do it.

Colorado would like to see federal fundfng 'and

'policy focused on aiding student's', with the aiding of insti-

tutions delegated to the state. States should be encouraged

to formulate student aid Oblicies in accotdance with the

state's own objectives. For example, in Colorado there isp.
little federal money coming into the.state for inititutiOnsr.

and that is not something the State wishes to change. The

state should spend money on-student Aid for its'own objec-

tiies,rwhile the federail_locus-shogld=tbe-ph7need-based

assistance. The, state has, for example, merit based aid

'ptOgrams. The respondent also indicated-the state's objeC.

tion to the federal funding,of states'which haVe little
A'

kne

,
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institutiOnal Aupport. With respect to revision of the
,

state federil.relationship,,-Colorado feels that the state is

capable of playing 4,.tole in.the distribution Of funds ind

could help-the federal-government. On the other hand, many

statei dOnit1a4e-itii'aPagiritii, and in such cases, toney

shouldn't go through state agencies. ,Colorado-emphisizes
A

deregulation ot student aid programs. Par examBle, the

government's attempt to reduce fraud causes interference and

coststo6 much. There should be incentives for good manage.-

mento i.e., emphasis on training rather than auditing.

. Overall, Colorado appreciates a latitude Which allows them

to be different.

Thete_is no evidence,of"any demographic variable

changes as tied to fgderal policies. Although,it is

believed.that the SSIG program has enabled,Istudents to .

attend private colleges., There could be a negatiVe affeCt

on.the publiC schools if they were to lose out-Elfstate stu-

dents as,a result of funding policies. The aggregate number

of students attending schools has not been affected.

However, the portien of Students attending full time was

affected. The state experienced a shift to.part-iime educa-,

tion. Also it experienced somewhat of a shift from tesiden-

tial to commuter campuses.



The state has taken no aCtion,on perceped

changes in demographic variables. One program Aoes enable

out-of-siate students lower fees if theY liV*in the dorm,

but this affects small'institutions only.

VI.a. Colorado feels that if the 'SSIG,apprOpriatiOns

decline much more, small'institutions may find it.not

yorthwhile to participate. *If it is eliminated iecould end

private student participation in.programs. SSIG is per7'

ceived as being a very efficient, well run program.
.

.
. ,.

VI.b. There was no response to.GSL changes. A task force

on alternatives was set up. Regarding'awards camp if

Pell shifts, the state-will also shift but they don'ti quite

know how. *

VI.c. No impact.

yn. The state does no central analysis on the,imp'act of .

federal programs and policies. The Commission, as well is

the GSL agency does some analysis and informs the governor

and legislaturesof the impact and makes recommendations.

Usually they dbn't see a Oirect respbnse.

- The gerieral. impression is that Student aid ii less

well'underttood.than'manY other' federal programs.','Student.

t-

,004

aid isone of many factors which determine whether a student
0,

.

will. attend.. ForAeample ilf somebody,is eighteen yeariold,
,

4 + . . . V . ., . "'

and, can't get ',aid' they:will make a decisiOn whether or not
. .

.

..

'38
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to-seek an education; as compared.to-someone who ii sick.and.

hai to mae 4 decision as to whethei or.not.ta seek'medical

- 5 -

care. 4e

The-ef-is not sufficient lead time. The.present

sistem is grossly inadequate for allowingøstudents to-

P adjust. Anilysi:IL ad hoc. There is insufficient infor

mition..

State support is cyclical with''state economy.
%.

VIII.a. For example, Colorado,his a program which enables

, out-of-state students lower fees if they live in the dorm.

This affects small institutions.

VIII.b. No examples given.

VIII.c. No examples given.

of'

^

In.
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,CONNECTICUT

Connecticut treated its own guar
e .

-

the GSL program. However, the state create

programs to SEOG and college work study.

appropriated and allocated to the institutiont in

supplement the federal prorams. Overall, bedause
.

Federal participation it is felt that the state rale is

secondary.

II.b. go date, theg have been few initiatives-on Oe

part of Ohe state in response 6 federal/student aid"Tinan-
,

dial policies. The leception would be last year When
I

Reagan's 1983 budget proposal ;Irestened,cuts. The State,
41't

AL
irespondelvvto, this in three ways: first, it,appropriated an

additional $300,000 for student assist2hce Prograisfisecond,

it created a bond pro§ram with'an independent loan authority

for students at independent colleges to allow them,another

boriowing alternativet and third, since public colleges

could not Participate in thatosupplementaf loan poney there

Was a $3,0000000 bond authority made available for'
,

Connecticut,students,in Connecticut public coll4ges. ThiS

,

was merflyoutporifed; it is unknown,at this,time whether

the.funds.willever actUally be released.' It cr4' vehicle.
. .

thedugh Which the'Tunds could be routed to public, students,'
. .

.if nedessary. .ft is UnknOwn:trom interview Whither
..

. .

Co4nedticui had 'a State student assistave prograM prior ip
, , ,.

-S-SIG.1-Onnecticutis'an.overMatchgd state.
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2 4k/

. II.c. (In.part, same response as tb II:a.) In respodse

r
v--

4

to threatened Reagan cuts of last year Connecticut created

its-oln guarantee iijency before the GSL Program: Roxever,

the.state created parallel programs to SEOG and college work
0

study. Funds Were appropriated and_allocated to the insti-

tutions in order to supplement the'federai prograts.

Overall because of federal participation it is felt that the

state role is secondaril

The-state has.held e line on tuition and fees.

The federal government's role is *provide access

td the public.for low cost_education and the statt. should

play.a secondary vile. The state liOes have a leadership

role in insurihg access'to money for aid. The state should

have more input in defiriling what.institutions dould best

benefit from, as-well as on.queshons of defining elibility

of institutions.

4114
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. IV. There hai/e been no studies done on.any linkage

'between federal policiesand student 'demographic variables.

It is speculated.that if the Overnment backs out of SEOG,

some studehts will be forced to choose pUblic- institutions'.

Connecticut-provides $5,000,000 to indepenaent schools for

grantsto needy and middle incoie families. Overall,

hOwever, the, aviiiability,of feaeral funds has probably

'encouraged many who would not hive attended school to

attend. The students most affected by the changes will be .

' 'middle to low income students and this affect would take the

form of loss iof choice adtion.

V. 'The state has done nothing to offset any possibily

seen impact.

0
VI.a. It SSIG were to be eliminated the result would be :

1200 fewer state scholarships. This would ciuse

impact on access; the impact would be on chCice% Previous

redUctions. caused 275 recipients to be affected.

The SSIG prOgrak gives .thq state flexibility* how
. ,

to admihister the tunds,, and Connecticut,favors the con-

.tinued support of7thsj,rogram. The stäte:would not like.to

See ,thre moneigo to a coliege wdrk!stUdy. With reSpect to

ihe'discretion CollegeS sho4d have flexibility to,Send work

study money into grant programs as opposed to visa versa.

p.

r3-



Generally, this-is mit ieen.ak being.tied-d,ireotly

to federal poliOiesy -Connecticut-created its own guarantee

agency before-the Ggi program. However, the-state created-

_parallel prOgrami tO'SHOG and college-work study. Funds

wire appropriated and allocated tO the.inititutions in order

to stipplement the federal programs. Overall; becaUie of

federal Participation it' is feU that tht state. role is.

secondary.

Tojateltthere,have been few ihitiaiives on the

part of the state in response to-federal student aid linan7

cial policies. The exception would be list year when

Reagan's 1983 budget proposal threatened cuts. The state

responded to this in three ways: first, it appropriated an

additional $300,000'for student aisistance.programs; second,
A.,

it created a bond program with an independent loin authority

for students at independent colleges to allOW thes)ahother,,

borrowing alternative; ap.4 third, since public colleges,

could not participate'in that supplemental money there wa#,a
I /

$3,000,000 bond authority made available for Connecticut
,

students in Connecticut public colleges: :This was merely

,authoriiedi it i1:unknown,at t ime wkethex,Olealundi

,Will ever actuallY be, releas0d.It was a ehicIe thrOugh

whidh the furids Coad be routed.to public stUcieni,if

neceisaryo.
,



VI.c. No examples'giVen. k

Analysis of imOact is centralized in Connecticu/

The itate's executive 'office of policy and Illanagement is
. e

responsible for 'this. The Board of Education-also does ina-

lysis. The Board of Education coordinates responses to the

*outside". *,

,The state feels that it does not have enoUgh time

to respond to prOposed changes. A classic example were the,

proposed social security changes Where there was no lead

'time for planning at the statelevel. The state'h institu-

tions (higher education) coordinated and lobbied as a group

through the state delegation in order to ',express conoern/\\

over these kinds of things. Sufficient information ia some-
.

times provided and sometimes not provided. Inforiation is

often not publicized sufficiently as in 4he.Case of social

security.

VII. Federal student aid pblicy is more visible (at

opposed to better'underitood) 'to tiie.siate legislature

because o*f the impact on students: Isof a. more vola-

tile matter., one which is responded to emotionally'.

COnnecticutveconomy is in bad shape.; and'the
. .

.Federal government is coMpounding that. Federal policies

exacerbate.

VIII.a. Exemplary 'programs. Eight years a o the State

instituted a. tuitiön tee 'waiver, program.
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VIII.b. None given.

VIII.c: None given.

,
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DELAWARE'

II.a. 'Delaware's state program is modele4 on-the Pell

concept.. Pell is4c4lt into the formula for-aid; Pell-is

the first tier, state aid is the second tier4 and campus

based and PELL is the third tier. This program was See,up

in 1978.. .

II.b. The SSIG prograi served to leverage ,state

appropriations; it is the only iDrogram whiCh has done so.

In fact, it is felt that perhaps other programs Stand in the,

way of further.state money; the legislature4s'attitude is

one of "with so many programs, how can more be needed?"

Information not given in interview as to.whether or

not state program existed prior to SSIG; Delaware ian.

.overmatched staie.

II.c. The state is unique in that it has no state poli-

cies on tuitions, enrollment caps; etc. There has been no

effect at the state level. It is unknowd how institutions

will respond.

III Respondent indicated.that balance cannot,be

assessed. As for the.federal role: the College age popula-

tiodis a federal resource and the government iS responsikie
,

for equal accets and choice to all'economic.sepients of the

population. The state should enhance these opportunities.

The federil support policy should be natibnwide, and not

depend upon in which sate a person resides. To sOme

exientf'the federal governient is slipping away ,from the

"..



nationwide policy and this is "changing horses in

*id-stream". -The' policy should,return more towards where it

begin (or maintain Current policy where it isiunchanged).

The system has taken a long tiie to develop and it is

working.

There probably are shifts in distribution of stu-

dents but there is no real data to verify,this. Federal. aid

.has allowed more students to attend independent colleges and

allowed them to make a choice between a two or four,year,

school. Budget cuts will probably decrease the two or four

year option and send more studenti to two year schools. In

1982 through 1983-enrollment decreased in both Private and

public institutions. There is no data to suggest any trend,

however. Changes in distribution suci as they exist have

hit the middle class'the hardest. Choi e, rather than

access has been affected.

V. The state has taken no action in response to the

changes.

JVI..a. If elimipated, the state student grant program

would be reduced,by 25 to 30%. The state would probably not

make up that difference. Access, mOre tlian choick:woqld be.

'affected. Aid to in-state public school students wduld

decrease, aid to out-of-state private school students would

increase:.
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The program is perceived as being a very efficient.. .

one.

A As lor discretion and use of funds; fu,ing is

minimal at this point and there is no leasay for doing

something other than grants with it: The state has drafted

a bill for A state work study plan.

VI.b. One response his be0n the drafting of a bill for a

state work study ilan. In an.initiative Passed last year by

the legislature, there was established a state supplemental

loan authority. Although this authorized the sale-of bonds,t

it was without the full credit and faith of the state behind

it; it is felt that the program won't get off the ground

without this backing.

VI.c. None discussed.

VII. Federal-student aid policy is probably better

underitood than other education ptograms. .It is probably

less understood than otheefederal programs:

Delaware has no formal Centralization of its anaiy-
,

sis, of federa12,0programs. The Delaware pOtt-secondary Educa-

tion Commission does some informal ad hoc anilysis. The

Commission keeps the legislature and executive branch informed.

The state feels.that it, has not been Owen suf.-

kicient lead time to respond to changes in federal policy. ,

Any analyiis dope of this is ad hod. .Generally there is pot
,

-4.



oufficient-information given. -For eXample4 Pell last year:, .

the state Was not:certain until in some caseS it wistoo.

lite what the-situation woad be.

In the past bad economic periods were 'asso6iated

with increased enrollment especiali at communitr.colleges.

Federal policies have exacerbated. State efforts have been

consistent.

. VIII.a. None given.

VIII.b. 'he state has drafted a bill for a staie work study

plan.

VIII.c. Nope given.

9.

9
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,

II.A. Supplemental and complimentary policiei.have.been
.

developed to umet federal financialAlApolicies. The state

revisits and reacts to policies on an' annual basis. The

Higher Education Act, particularly the portiont pertaining ....of

to guarantee loan agencies, resulting in an increase of eli-

gible students.

II.H. If there has been,any leverage, it has been.of a

negative nature. The state legislature and policy makers

think that the state should pick up where the federil leaves

off. It s the'opinion of the student fin'ancial aid direc-

tors,that loans are the best mechanism.of this kind. In

Florida, matching dollars from the state'have not been a

problem-, ss/q is overmatched 5 to 1. However, there is a

reluctince for the state to step in where the government has

established itself as the majdrprovider. No response was

given as to whethevor not a program was in.place prior to

SSIG; Florida is an overmatched state.

7

II.C. Respondent's first reaction wit a-negative'affect:

validating selectiVe serVice for Pell would cost one.Florida' .

,

institution.$120,000. '' ,.
,

;

, .

In the program area, the'stateiisfauthorized to

contract with private institutions for partipular

piofessional/technical programs (e.g., .nursing, socia.1. work,

engineering). The state ma es up the difference- of the pri-
vate. and publip tUitiOn. E rollmeAt is limited.

,



-,
,

IIi. 'Student financial officers do not favor a reglan 1
, .

approach;.they would pieler to gO straight 'ici. federal
,p

government; otherwise the process iaslowed'dowz. It is

difficult to come up with a. percentage with resp ct to

'balance. Student and family 'resources are the fo ndation,

. the second level is the federal4governmeht, and if. Absolute

versus relative need remains, the state is responsible.

The'desitable state role is a monitorfhg

same of the new burdens (e.g., validatioh, the state could:

provide-technical support. , The feeling is a greater percen.,

tage of the 'dollars Would go to the student if the state had

a role. The most-appropriate role at the federal level is

to provide broad guidelines without getting too 'Specific.

rv. The overall affect of federal Policy has been a .

negative impact on students in'the private sector,' although,,

'there has been a positive affect in the'public*sector.

Florida has a Alition. voucher Program whereby:high schaol

graduates are given $750 per year to apply against tuition ,

at private schools. Private students are negatively

affected because of the failure of the Pell program to
,

ihcr,ease award amOunti in line with ihflation, The pblic

students,are positively affected because public tuition has

not gone up at all.

Any changes in the aggregAte number of students

cannot be attributed to federal policies. There have been

k1/4''

'
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,enr011ment increases in the private sectoe-iince the vouCher
.

.

. .,. . .

Anagram bigan. Public.enrollment has remained AtAble.-

There is increaied enrollment at the junor colleges.espe-
,

clally on a part-time basis; four year enrollment has

iemainedstable. The number of high School students going

on to school has.increased due to vocational educational

prog

V.

ams.

The state has taken no action to reduce or capita-

li,ée on changes.

Al. 'Current reducti s will remove $2,000,000 from the

program next ye*ar' and f

*This will affect 2 to

Florida lik

should be changed.

tionary Use of fund

VI.b. A study h

created a Work stu

by the state tO b

The state is'req

er studerits wo01d receive aid.

thousand people.

the SSIG Program And doesn't think it

o response was given as to the discre-
/

Florida has a statelyork program.
)/1

s been commissioned. And, the state .has

y program with $2,0001.000 to be provided

matched by $2,000,000 from employers.

esting revenue bond authority. r

,No res onse.given.

VII: Federal pro-grameare equally difficult to follow.

Florida has a[tederal relatiOns Office on-the

Commissioner's staff which-is located in WAShington. This

,office is reiponsible forinforming the state on federal

policy
! - ,

andTrogram.Ohange$,_ .N0i a lot.of analysis Is donei,

fi
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44-
the office' is charqed with findirig changes-arid funnelling

ttie inforMation to student fininCial d CommiSsiones' 3,-

officewhich would do the analysis.* The sttte is_realiiti-
.

decentralized in that derise. Legislative and execu-

tive analysis is coordinated. There is a steering Comriee

from theiDepartment of Education, the legislature and the
".6

.governor's office.

The state,feels that it has not hala inOugh lead

time'to respond to jorOgiams, Any analysis his been done Oi

aan ad hoc.basis. 'Sufficient information is not provided.

VIII.a. F1ori4a-has a'tuition voucher program for private

school students. It also has:a.differential award'prograM
. -

which givesAip to $1200 maximum to pri'vate students and $750'

maximum

VIII.b.

for public students.
b

The.state is im the pro ,of creating a wink,

study program; $2,000,000,wou1d,be provided by, the:state ahd'

$2,000,000 would be matched hly employers.,

VIII.c. The Stateis in the process of creatl g a work
.-

studipkogram; $2,000,000 would-he proltided'by the, S-tate and

$2,000000 .14buld be matched hy employers..

,.
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. 'GEORaik.

, II:a. There would have been hb.growth'in state progralus

absent federal kuniiiivg: The.SSIG fedetal prograM

C established the state's grtnt program:

II:b. .ssIc has leveraged state mOney:k If Pell lioney.welot-, A,

.intb 'matching vrOgrais such as ssId; the same might be the

.case. liestiondint indicated that some thought ought to:go

4 Anto more-dollars inimatching programs: \Georgii is an Ovér-
_ .

matched state. The state went through a revision and a new
* , ,

. ,

funding forliu4 was adopXed which leads to- a 75=25 ratio.'''

All signS clearly indicate:the Administration's attempi'to*
- .. .

, -
.. .

curtail grant aid. All.factors are generating demand for

loan money.. The state is faced with generating a grIat deal

of money. The question is seen as being how much indebted--

fless should be force on studentsits a social question.
,

'The pendulum swings too far, ,...

II.c. Aitsubstitutionsier responses tb impact haVe been

Made yet.. OffiCerris are as follows: in-1979-iandardd Of.-
, , ,:

*kogress were tet,which are now'in ChaOs'i.e.,-no progrese
, --,

c
,-

s bmade, and i't was, dete5min d ihat etch sahool-ahould .

set its n standards. 'Its concern hat.,staiing-Cdtright

thatAiUdent mustliaVe a C orqoetter :is tbsurck.. In linOther

arei, the draft could,have a negative atfict;J,Th*,it4teIlii,.

madliedjustments bc too rtilny-of Ehese.typ4isof thinge,thit,

4.

t.



haven't been all;that bad. In most cases the'state has been'

able to,adipt. Eoweverr'they feel that the federal `govern-

ment.is starting:to-dictate.

'The State has no enrollment caps.:(ekcept previously

existing ones. for medical, dental and/nursing Programs) but

a-lot of people.are being turned awai frdi popular programs.

Education in Georgia is sunderprice&" Reipondents indi7
1

.cated that their feeling.is that the state does not charge
.

enough-tuition;. this mhkes it.hard to swallow because that

is'a big chunk of the oi5st oe'education.

The South-has made a lot of ground but it

Or .

Joehfnd., /n the last ten to fifteen years there have-been a
4

multiplicity of programs and a lack of coordination._.Since.

the early ECS studies there hai hiengreat headway uting

consistent forms and needs.tests. Fewer programs exist anct

not as manY different kinds of loan programs. On the'

administrative ftvel thisiand of thing:Should be brought

closer to the home state'and away from, The state .

should have more fleXibility. Responsibility adminiitfation

of.programs should be at the local level. .An.example is

the Veterans piministration,, where the multiplicity leads to.

overpayment. For all aid programs there should be adequate-

data, for Ahatever the program may be to Allow for maximum
-

use of dollars.



In the fiftieS,,,one,out Of evety two studenis in :

ehestate wire in private schools, There-has been a slide:

and now seventy-eight percent of the'students are in public

schools. There is a tuition.equalization*.program which is:-

non-need-based and any student attending a non-publit school

.can get $700 a year.. This has stemmed the tide of.shift'

towards public...institutioni. Without 'this program smaller'

schools would save closed. There has been a 1.3% decline in

,r'...the private sector--enrolltnent.ii up in the public esectot

this year-,there has been a 5% increase in junior colleges.

There has been a slight increase in the four year univer-

sities. This has caused housing piobleMS.

V. In the works is an alternative loan'program which

is.to be introduced in the view future. It will involve

revenue bonding. 74F fdrther information' is available; in

. shOrt, people are waking.up and looking for' alternatives et

hasn't quite been decided what they will be but the State

legiilature is not greatly conderned about student aid

finance.- There is strong state support for the GSL program.

VI.a. If the fedetal portion of SSIG were eliminatedu

ehere would be no replacement by the state. It would reach

'a point of,diminishing returns and its possible that-ehe

legislature would dump the program. The respondents indi-

cated that in the sum total more students would be assisted



if, in lieu ofeliMinating the SSIG program, the Pell money

would be shifted to SSIG on a matching basis. The state

..programs won't be.enlarged otherwise:

There is no objection to the federallOvernient

allowing discretion, or optional vaans; however, the.state

'would not like to see work study mandated.

'VIJe. The state-lives in irustration of What they are

going-to.do; there is a lot of grassroots support and --

lobbying. A lot pt the work that's done is focused on GSL.

With Pell they "take it as it comes." There.is too little

money. There are families right over the cap which do need

help and the foriblas are not sensitive to those debts.

There should be more attention paid to'alternatives.

VI.c. No response given.

VII. In general Aducation policies are less Understood

than other federal policies on say, Medicad, Medicare, at

least on the part of the governor and legislature. 'It is

difficult to comprehend .the federal student aid polidies

because they change so much too rapidly and with too little

notice.

Notice for the 84 and 85 year has been sufficiently
A

' in advance but this is an exception. In the past most
,

changes have.been'thrust upon the state so quickly. In.

generalj the federal regulations ate at leist too late and

'its difficult to implement and creates a disaster. There is



ft
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just ,not time. Some inforiation4 as it pertains.to GSL is'

not given aufficient information. --InformatiOn ismore suf-.

ficient on lien and camOus ba ed programs. Any analysis the

'state does on these factors _is on in.ad,hoc basis.

,student firfancial aid is seen as a sMali welfare

iyttem. By and large whtn the economy is downieore people

are looking for aid and going to school. The state's eco-

nomy is not as bad as it is in other places.

The state's analysis of federal programs is,not

centralized. The regionLare centralized as well as the

university system, and there is some degree of coordination

(- of thinking4 By and large the state relies on state and

regional offices.

VIII.a. Georgia has a tuition eqUalization veogram:for

private school studtnts. The stateiis currentlY working on

an alternative loan program, which is soon to be introduced

into the legislature. Xt will involve revenui bonding.

VIII.b. A work studyprogram, would be good if it is campus

work study; however, community work atudy would be too labor

intensive, and therefore expensive.

VIII.c. No example.
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ILLINOIS

II.a. illor effedi.of-federal pdlicies. has beehthe graht

area to -deal with need beyond tuition and fees, 'There-hits

been no reduction-of state progra In.the :past ,couple-of

years federal student aid-programe have contributed to the'

,Awareness and demand for student aid..

II.b. There has. been no leverage. It is difficult to
/.

know the extent to which enrollment-has beeh stimulated. :It'

is not a perceptible effect.

Therellas not been-mudh effect. .
Possibly the'

availability of'aid has had a marginal affect, on ppivate

tuition and fees, but in the public it has tad hone... When.
1

federal aid grows rapidly, the Illinois contribution has :

lagged behind. It is,a state issue more so than A federal

effect. State has introduced a state botd. program but it is-,

limited in scope. .OnlY one institution so far hai soldi

bonds. It is primarily'for large ,private universkties. It,

has,provided some funds to, deal with neede. 'Illinois had a

state prograti prior to the SSIG prograt. ,It'is in over-

. v:.

matched 'state.

Respondent does not know ok any general rule, or

1/4,,what would be *just right*. As it is now, federal grants

provide the foundation and the stite supplements that'to

,provide freedom of choice and adcess. The federal efforts-

to- -design a perfect systei,tecome counterproduative. There

are different reeults thrdtighoUtthe coUntry. The'loin

.
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progra is one irea in mhich.tederal:support makes-the most

sehte. The government should also 6e involved-in reSearch

If there is a stable federal program it would not

be necessary.for the state to ao anything but design

programs for needs that the feds don't meet. The problem is

that of lack of stability..

Tv. There is no major shift in dtstribution perceived

between thepublic and private 'institutions...., Enrollment at

two year schools is growing; it is catering to a diperent

clientele. .Four yeat enrollment is.stable although the

state experienced an increase of several percentage points

in 1980. Respondent is unable to say whether or not the

aggregate numberof students his changed. As for,changes,

again they are starting to see a new kifld of student the.

adult student at.the..two year schools,. .

V. Illinois' position is one of trying to maintain the

health of all sectors; there have,been no actions' taken't0

reduce or capitalize 'upon any changes seen' in the

demographics.

is'not alaajor force.in the state, and teduc-

tion at the federal leyei would probably inc4Wase pressure

to maintain at:current levels. Although budget reductions
.

are occuring at the'state level SSIG is a .sMall bart of that

and not a major worry. ("Although $4 ,million isn't small
mogr

change.") re is dif,ficult tolcnow empirically what the



aifect would pe Of eliminating the program or of-Current .

reductions.' The state has experienced no real eniollment

decreases.'.There would be some.effect if the prograi would

be eliminated but its too compticeted to Inedict how..

The-efficiency or management .of SSIG is not an

"SSIG haS no.affect on what we.do.in Illinois".

The state feel* it-has 'all the discretion ipt needs

in the use of federal afd fUnds.

VI.4. The state has built a package on'and if the federal-
,

reductions occur, than that would be taken into account-.

Thus far the state hasn't been able to replace any reduc-

tions. The-threats to elilminate graduated and priSfissional

students from the GSL program and to re*trict the eligibi-

lity of upper income students results in a state bond

program. This program is limited in scope and only one

institution so far hai sold bonds. It is primarily for

large private universities. It has provided some funds to

deal with the needs.

VI.c. No examples.

VII. .There fs no major difference in the understanding

of federal student.aid policies and other federal programs.

State analysis is not centralized; The legisla-

ture, the executive branch, the board and the institutions
-

all take a look_at the issues. "People talk to one

another," ..Thisji a collection of semi=autOnomous actors.,
.

'4
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rie only reason.the-state feels that-is had suf.,-*

ficiest lead tirde is.because prOgiams are forward funded.

Irhe state has gotten by, but it has fount it very 44.

frustrating to do so. /t iidifficult for students t2 live

with the uncertainty. Stability it needed in-order to deal /

with decision making at the federal level. Any anali?dis

done-by the state on tldsmatter is'ad hoc.
.

Illinois is in a deeper economic hole ,tham the xest

f the country. Federal student aid reductions occureed

when. state funds were scarce.

-Illinois is in bad economic straits and reductions

in federal student aid have occurred when state funds are

scarce. When resources are scarce the demand is high and

the state has had difficulty responding.to the extent of the
4

a demand. IllinOis has provided some additional mOney at the

Community college level where an increase in enrollment his

been most noticeable and volatile.

VIII.a. None' given.

VIII.6.. None given..
\

None given.

,
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II.i. -Federal policy has had a substantial effect'on the

philosophy' distribution and administratiom of-state
. "

program . State programs are based on an apalysis of stu-
.

4'
dent .cumentition. /mpadt has been modest at besq Four,

years ago in anticipation- of cuts the.stateCbnstrained

'stat appropriations. The state haa.not been aggressive in
.

incr asing aid as federal aid declined. State programs are

targ ted in a different group.- There is no need fox day-tO-

day oncern.. The state has appropriated an Adt for the

Sta Student Assistance Commissidn, which looks at federal.,

ddll rs as replaceient funas. There is,no question about

the act that Indiana has adopted the basic grant defini--

tion and the changes since,s1980-ill. The state sees a need

to b cdnistent with the fAreral government. TS looking at

the self-help copcept and feels that the focal point is
\

federal trends. (A clarification on the finst part of this

response which mayseem contradictory Respondent was saying

that the Impact has been on the philosoPhy,of distribution

and administration more so than on the actual funding

II.b. Indiana terms this "replacement" rather'than

leverage. By this the Rspondent meant that, for examp1e4'df..

$2,000 of aid given to.a student he/she would see $1,500.of

it as being from Pell and then the state award would be

$5004. that $500'being viewed replacement. Tndiana's
11'



Philosophy.is to-lookat thefl.evel oI the spident,IundinT.

th0 they should ,have and- then,look at_ho44t,should be

'accomplished., Indiana is not a state which feeld that SSIG

is a leveraging program -7.it's,lust not an _Operable concept

.in 'that state. .As for college work-study, the leverage hal
11,

noi changed in the'last ten years. Informatioa in the

interview is insufficient as to whether a state program pre-:.

ceded SSIG; Iadiana is an overmatched state.

II.c. Tuition and fees are set by the trustees of insti-

tutioris and ate reflective-oi other realities which'are not

tied to federal policies. ihe state is considering a loan

forgiveness program for iath, science, and technical areas'

of study. In Indiana, a student is less likely to know

where his or her grant money has come from, i.e., state,

federal or institAional. The institutions have done the

paper work.

The objeätives of the state and federal are-not

always the same. ft is important for_states-to understand

what the states want to get dorie. 'II fedeiaf programS gan

be Carried out at the campus level,then so be it. But, -
,

tilere shoulli not be a specified role.,. The-state-offers

reasonable programs. The staie should understand that the

ciovernment is not going to make a pitch for a major change

in.the near future.,
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IV.. Demographic variables on student attendance CannOt ,

. -

be quantified and are tot seen as being vitally important.

AnYthing'viewed in this area would focus on the Vocational
,

'sector, which now has a lot more students.

, V. -- None stated

The state' did a budget analysis this fall assuming,

that SSIG would be zeroed out. -Now that' it hasn't been the

state would go back and subtract those dollars from their

recommendation to the state in requesting funds. Trom a .

policy perspedtive, the state's stance .in'the past several.

years has been one of replacing, fecleral dollars just. as .theY

assumed thei on the way up. If-SSIG Was eliminated, tht

state,would probably move to replace the-funds, and the stu-

dent would 'not see any effect.

The efficiency of the program is not a topiC of

dlscussion.

As for discretion, it would be wonderful if the -

program were expanded, as long as the discretion id not

.400

771A.1,4 As far as Pell grants, any changes or, .reductions

that came at the. federal level would not likely be replaced
00'

.by the state. The kind of response-from, the state in
#

changes-in the programs has bein one of lobbSring.

dontingency plans lead to plans for a new state loan

-program.
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VI.c. None given.

VII: Federal student aid policies are-better undetstoo

than other areas of federal policy because .there is a lot

"more discussion about it. Also it haska'strong constituen

group 'in the financial aid officers. Student.aid policy i

as well underetood.as other areas of education4.

Analysis of federal policies iercentkalized in,part

but overall is not centralized. The state 'student aid com-

mission generally does any anallisis.that is done. They.read

materials'and try to figure out the effeCt. There is"very/

little legisIa54ve anatynis. The' State Student Aid

Commission serves the'legislature. and the executive bran .

Indiana ftelsIthat other states are "babyish" out

how theTed.screws up; they must doras they see.fit. This'

responds to the question'on adequate advance warning of

program changes. Indiana feels'that the fed does not
'

understand cycles. States have a responsibility to antici-

pate what is goins.to happen and to act. 'There is analysis

done byqhése chihges by the ssAc. Sufficient information

is mOre of an issue than timing. In this respect the Fed is

awful' and the state has done the best it could in'inforiing

/.

. .

the appropriate people when the feds haven't. It'is.hard't

to reach students. The fed is not attentive to stulentsY

needs. The'faCts change too qUiCkly.
;
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-

,Indianals,economic ädondiion

One example .fs thattnstitutions sometimes .

/
establishsoals where,4;for example, farm faiilies.don't have:

to pay until the/family condition improves. The state does-
. .

nOt, realky enter intO.this. It has been mindful of,the'

problem but hasn't spoken to it..44he state has a loan

.
.

..
s k

s
. .

4

forgiveneds program for Students in technical and math

science areas.

VIII.b. Thecitate is considering its own work study

program.

VIII.c. 'None given.

.

and
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Itia. The programs have-been very-broad'and-hvie
,

augmented state prOvisions of funding. Tederal.prOgrams.'

have reduced.the-__presSufe on the, state-to puMp more-fundS.
,

. ,

'into the aid and Pressure for rapidly increasing, state plan.
..

,

The State has been able 'to shift funds. The/federal piogram

has had a positive effect on acc,#4 And.aid. It.has'iur-

nished resources'and programs.

II.b. Respondent could not say that federal programs-have

leveraged money. StIG has acted as' a leverage.and\most of

that'goes)to vocational students. This allows other
, v

programs to be 100% stte supported. ,

II.c. The fact that the state hasn't hadtp,put a lot.of
0,

money into student aid for access has allowed them teput'

more money into problematic areas. .Tuition and-fee levels

'in, the mdd-70's to early 80's were stable and since ha0e had.
I

a donservative.growth. (The'following statement,ii not to

be identified with the-State of Iowa in any final report;

This conservative tuitidn policy left the state with a

reserve for tuition growth for the period when the state

would need additional money. This reserve has been used
-

over the past three years and there is Some-left,. There

isn't much left and the state will now be ticreasing tuition-

at a faster rate than growth or inflation actually may call.

for.) There is no pressure/for enrollment packs in the

state*.
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Respondent said that ii.would be necessary to dig
.

in order to surface back-up information regatding

'appropriate, and he indicated balance and he would try to

send it. As for the role of the state; that produces a dif-'

feient answer from different people. Campus .people should

adminiiter campus programs; state people should administer

itate programs. For example, work study should be at the

institutional level and GSL should be statewide. As for

Pell there is no need for involvement,by an interii agenolr

between tne fedeal government and .the institutions.

,Interim agencies soakorup- money. SSIG is another example of

a program at the'state level.

Respondent believes that there is some effedt'on

shifting' demographic variables, but it'is difficut to.trice

the cause and effect. For ixample, during the past six

'yeari in Iowa the number of higirichool graduate has

declined 5000 per year, while the number of entering freih7

-men ,has increased by 5,000 per year. Thii obviously is a

countexOyclical growth. The state.has,maintained an impetuS

of growth in the publoic and the private sector. This has

been a significant growth in.the,two year programs.

Overall, this growth may be lin4d to major federal

jarograms. Needy students have chosen local schdols._ During

this six year'period the number of high school-graduates

going an to post-secondary has'increased from'50% to 66%.



. Ala at the federal level 43sits levelled, off,, and

order to maintain access, stated pick up the.slack._ For
N.

eiampler the private .college tuition.aid program which is

'based on need is a large program in Illinois.. The Board ,

pushed bard for aid to students at pkivate schools-in the

. face of no growth of federal programs. iiithin the period of

strong federal ssupport these schools saw a modest growth or

at least stable growth, but how that the federal aid is

,taiiing off the state needs to step in'and pick up the

'slack.

Again there is an attitude that the 4tate willS need'

,to pick up some of the slack in iome of the piograms that

. may suffer from-a loss oflederal funds,A..e., the state

college tuition aid program.

VI.a. Ishe SSIG program-in Iowa goes,to the vocatio al

Programs and an eliminatioh or reduction in the program

would reduce the vocational,-technical student aid. The'1'

state has authority o le6en the impact of thiS by perhapi
...

spreading it:over other programs." Iowa-is.a state in Which
1

there would be fewer students receiving grants and the

dollar amdunt of the'grants would Irrobably not char*.
A

SSIG is an efficiently program.

Additional flexibility is not needed in the program

as long as states.canspread.it among their grant programs.,

Discretion would be o.k.

"",



TEus far the state hasn't done too much in

response. ,It has tried to put a plus program into eftect .

more quidkly. It hasn't been-very active.. 'Eligibility

-changes haven't had a great impact yet. There has not been 4

a problem with the GSL program. As for Pell, it's /evelling

off and this would probably put more pressure on the loan

ei
program but there hasn't been problems, yet.

VI.c. None given.11-

-Pederal 'studentvrograMs are .better understood thiii

others because of the immediate pressure put on students and

parents. 'Also there is a fast turn around on the part'of

(- the officials in getting information out.

Analysis of federal programs is centralized. There

is no formal executive and legislative coordination.

*Absolutely not*-1-in response to whether or not

there is enough lead time, Analysis done of this ison5 a

sustained basis. As for sufficient .information it all

depends on the timing of the decision.

The state's economic condition has been in good

shape during the period covered. State support for educa--

tion4rew in. the 70's although the'xate hai slowed in the

past two Years. 'Federal policies are countercyclical.

State efforts are consistent althoUgh next year.tuition aid

for private studnts Will be countercyclical. (The private

college tdition-ald wogram is one which givei.aid to-stu-
,



dents ai3Orivate'schools and one in whiAllhe_sateLwill try'

to. pick.up the slack in the loss of federal funds).
,

VIII:a, The state,has a,private college'tuition aid program

which Is.based on heed. Th, Atate,is wi#h_this,program

'trying topick upthe-slack bf fall off of federal funds.

V/II.b. .Nonementioned.

V/II:c. None mentioned.
4 -
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'KANSAS
44'

II.a. The impact has been modest. The state's icho-,

larihip-and_t4tion grant program.(for.private Colleges) was

.merged under a single adMinistrative agency in 1974, As a
, .

result the.state adopted MDE for determining_need., However,

a common needs test already exiiied betweenthe tivo, so_that

MDE was not really an imPact of the federal policy. 'Other

than that no impact is seen. Identifying chanies whiCh

occurred is more difficult. The state has tried to keep

federal, state and campui policy as-closely aligned as it

could, so that separate regulations wduld not eXist for

each. To- that ext*nt the State has tried to follow federal

policy.

ILI,. There has been virtually no leveraging. The- '

'state's tuition grant program_lprivate college program) was

established prior io SSIG; Kansas is an overmitching st te.

SSIG ina/ have had a limited affect in distributiOn. Pe

had no real affect. Kansas does not use Pell-as in other

states,.
.

The Regents instituted a tuition increase of 20% in
L.

19834-84 in the face of cut-backs. The state has no

enrollment caps; it is dtate law to admit graduates of

accredited high achools into state universities. There has

been a modest reductibn in.programs.

The Kansas economy which turned soUr thiS year has

lead to modest reductions in state funding and'lower funding



se"
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requests. 'It has,inspired increased spending n college

wqrk ttddy.

Other kinds of existing support prograMi would'be
. .

credit,hour programs fdr community colleges. There are

other.iiolated programs, for example, there is a rediprocal

program for students in osteopathic ind dental schooling.

.That's a reciprdcal state program becauseAtansas doesn't

have, such programs in theistate.

The federal and the state fole is mutually benefi-

cial. The state can't and shouldn't be responsible for the

role of\federal homesteading. It is necessary that the

feder:17vernment recOmmit as to vhich Progrims\wili be

ongoing. One should no't be it the expense.of another. The

state should not funnel money to inititutions. And,

acceptable for the government to pressure states into

matching fund programs. The response regarding the question

on suggested revisions of the federal state relationship was

to "revive not "revise*.

Iv. There is no relationship seen 'between demo0aphic

74

variables and federal 'policies. tt is difficult to say that,

there is direct effect of federil policies orlthe aggreg:ite

number of students. Therejs an indirect effect but more

often than not itlTs a result of other factors. unior

college enrollment is up, private enrollment is down, and :

'the four year schools Ate down juat a little bit. This is
-

1



seen more as an affect of the state's econbmy and perhaps in

part as a result of the indecision on the part of the feds

on ald programs. This produces uncertainty.

V. Name.
.

VI.a. 'There would be a direct impact if the prograla were

eliminated or reduced. SSIG funds co-mingle with state

funds to aid 2200 students. The' state probably, would not

replace the funds. 800 students will be affecteaby- this

year's cuts: Students are seen as being on a continum,

there is a point at which some will not attend eas a result'.

of the cut backs but it is unknown how many that would be.

SSIG is an efficient program as it is now. -

,

There may be a need for incentive for college work

study, it may be beneficial to have such discretion.

However, it could also result in a number of states losing°

money and Kansas could be one of those. Its a matter for

.serious consideration. There are some merits to having

money for states to estabysh work studyf`that would be seed

money,. If states would overmatch it would generate state,

dollars more quickly.

VI.b. There has been no real state response. A private

foundationl-the Dick Hawks Group, sells bcmds. There is no

central authority. A students last resort would be to go to

a private source.



None

VII'. Federal student'aid policies are notAinderstood by

7.anyone except financial aid-people. Students don't

understancUthem, parenis don't, guidance counselors don't

and institutions other.than aid people don't. rt is too
404-

complex for people to be well informed as terrible as that

is.

The state's analysis of issues is decentralized.

The private college association does some analysis.

Everybody to some extent does their own thing and then com-

municates with each other.

There is.not enough lead time t6 enable states to

respond. Congress ignored the need for advanced planning.

Analysis of these 'issues is done ad hoc. The feds do not

provide sufficient Information. NASFA does; Kansas relies

heavily On NASFA. It is the opinion of the resPondent that

the feds aiso rely heavily on NASFA.

Kansas has just this year begun to feel the pinch

,of the bad economy,

VIII.a :None.

VIII.b. None,'

Nene.

I.



KENTiliCKY P

Note:. The Council on Higher EduCation is pot a governing

board. The Council does not have responsibility for state

programs 'on financial,aid.' -It is a coordinating aqenty,

which deals with the institutionst.condudts reviews, and:

makes recommendations. 'That is the perspettive of the

interview.

It.a. Federal programs have not had that much-of an
1

impact. The 'biggest one wou be GSL, which has grown oVer =

the past three years. This is tied to.the guarantee portion

of federal policy. 'The bariks irt:Kentucky donot want to

hold- the paper. The=xesult is that the tate has been able

to.provide a larger number of loans.

II.b. Federal aid policies and programs have not given

leverage for additional appropriation. The statel'hai
'\

small SSIG program whiCh_is overmatched. The state is

, moving towards ielf-sufficiency.

II.c. There is not a great deal of impact.' Kentucky
I

deals with tuition and fees as a function of cost. In-state

students are "subsidized". There are no enrollmentLcaps

except in certain programs (e.g., law,, medicine, dentistry)

and no aid to independent institutions except for the
ft

,

Kentucky tuition g'rant program.

Respondent /found ,the question difficult to answer..

The block grant concept is more acceptable.to states as long

77
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as there iS.accOUntability., The feds shouldh't be i&rolved
. ,

in distribution to institutions; they should set guidelines

and let states implement-their own prograis. The state

shouldn',t have the right to "'yea or.narldistribution to the
'

institaktion, The, feds' role as guarantorfor'loans ts a

very important one and one on-which the state relies.

TV. The state hasn't done much in the way of studies on -

demographic variables and it-does not track distribution. A,

larger percent,of students attend.publio institutions. This

'dOesn't.seet to make a difference, Kentucky has a State

grant program specifically for private institutiOn attendees

which is not a part of the federal package. 'These,variables-

are seen as being tied more to econothics than to student

aid. They are not Vied to federal policies. A state keeps

"tuition low at community colleges without regard to federal

policies.

V. None given.

VI.a. If the program were eliminated it would be at a

cost of 3600 individual grants (1800 individuals). Most of
*

these 1800 students would probably qualify for other finan,
:

cial aid packages through the institutions. .

The.program should not be converted into a othet

kind of program; it is mott,heldful in graht form. -

.78
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Kentucky's only response to the changes waafto

change-the. appropriate limitations and questions on the

forms to reflect the changed-in,the feds forms, e.gl, truth

,in lencling change.

VI.c. None'discussed.
1

VII. Pederal.student.ftancial aid policy is not-

understood any better or wobe than Other federal programs.

Kentucky does not 1\ave a centralized analysis for

the review of federal program impact. The counsel collects

bhe data= which is requested by the state's office of manage-

ment policy, which is*Nhe govdrnor's analysis staff.

Executive ihd legislative analysis is not well coordinated.

Prom the perspective of the counsel, there is

enough lead time given on. federal programs. However, the

Kentucky Higher Educatiori Assistance Authority woul4 pro-

bably say that thereAis not enough time given. Analysis is
14/

ad hoc. Information is sufficient again from the perspec-

tive of the counsel while the KHEAA would probably disagree.

The,ability to,obtain good information is a function of how

active Congress is on these matters, and Kentucky has two

fairly active people, Perkins and Natcher.

Kentucky's economy has declined over the last three

years. All areas of higher ed. have. withstood 'budget cuts

to some degree. It is unclear-what kind of tie that is to
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federal-policy. 'Federal policiestre countercyclical and

state,efforts are consistent.

VIII.a. None given. ,

VIII.b. None given.

VIII.c. ,None given.

t I



A LOUISIANA

II.a. Louisiana is-a low tuition state and the federal

programs have helped supportthat. There are few state
4 N\

assistance programs. The private'sector, which is 15% of

enrollment, has been greatly aided by Pell and SSIG.
,

Louisiani wduld not have had the SSIG program without the

federal incentive.

/I.b. Federal programs have.helpedto'leverage state

funds especially in the case of SSIG and GSL. More impor-
g

tantly, the programs have provided access to-more students,

and increases,in enrollment--which.is 'still growing; respon-

dent attributes this to federal policies.

II.c. Louisi:ana is a low-tuition state and has been able

to keep tuitions low because of federal programs. There has

not been a percipitous rise in tuition. There are no

eniollment caps. Programmatic decisions.are controlled by

the Board of Regents and cannot be attributed to federal

policies.

rn. The federal govetTment's role is dual in that it

should-provide students financial assistance programs and

funds for basic research. The federal goveinment should

focus on non-give Away allowances for the poor. The bulk of

balance is for the. state to take over;. the infra structure

for higher education. The state should have knowledge of
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what is taking place and should help when it:can hut if not

necesiary, 'should allow the inititutions to deal'directly
, .

with the feds.

The federal policies have enabled the private sec-

tor to maintain enrollment percentages. There ar_e no major

shifts in distribution seen,.although the'aggregate number

of Students intending post-secondary schools has increased.

tower income students have benefited ihe most.
No*

V. * None given.

VI.a. The speculative answer is that Louisiana would-con-

tinue to otor4ete the'state's share on a similar basis. It

is conceiVable that the program would turn Into financial .

assistance to_the peivate sector only.

The program is efficient. The intent.o'f. the -

program is good and mo changes should.be mad

, Work study is adequate ai it-is now:-
,

:"



Louisiana is in agreement with changes in eligibility

and feels that the only response necessary is to domgy with

.the changes.

.VI.o. Louisiana's attitude'is that all federal programs

should be abolished savestwo: GSL and SSIG. The State has

little use for'give-away programs. Obviously, they wouica.

need to liberalize their standards somewhat for the poor.

VII. ,Pederal student aid policies-are better uhderstood

than others. The goals are well accepted by society and,

although the general public doesn't und4rstand the finer

points, -it,fi'gware'of the programS,'
4

Analysis of federal programs is not gentralized in the

State: The 'GOverhor's Cormission of SerVices to Bducatton
. ,

is the agency-whiCh handleS GSL and SdIG. It is administra-.*.,
. \ . 7',

.

tive 'only. It Is a compositegroup of Other 'boards: Non-
'

;
.

campus aid programs Are housed In that agency. .The Board ol

V - Regents does.Zome'analydis and rePoris to the State legisla-
,

ture and Governor. "
.

. . .

*
v.

6,
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#

The State feeis that there- is enOtigh lfad time in .-

which to respond to changes. Analypid is done on an ad hoc

basis. A master plan isdone everylilme years. Sufficient

. lead tiMe isAgiven.,

ttp until 1982, the State's economy wis in good.coh-

dition and was able to support increases in postsecoridary

education. The economy is bad this year and there have been

. very few state-aid programs. Most are cooperative With'the

federal programs.

/ VIII.a. None given.

VIII.b. None given.

VIII.c. None given..

I

,
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Maine

IIA--None given.

IIB

Ic

1.

.A,

The leveragiftg concept is not appropriate in this. State.

aine does not use State_money so' much as matching funds. .

IIC

Federal Aid has enabled students to meet the State's .

increasing 'costs.

III--Not given.

, 4
IV

Demographic variables are haying some effect but there

is no quantitative data. Student aid increases the number.

of students who would'otherwiee attend,

shift to public schoolt frqd private.

There is a slight
a

Certain marginal stu-

dents would possibly have to diop out. The aggregate number

of Itudents would probably drop in ihe face of large.budget
a

cuts; e.T., a 2(11; drop in Aid would probably lead to a

*decrease of 34% students.

,0

V--None given. I

85
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VIA:

If SSIG were eliminated the effect on the State would be.

miniAral. Maine feels that it gets the "short eneof the

stick anyway." Mbney is allocated to the institutions. The
-J

effect 'on access, if the program were to be eliminated:J.8

not measurable. The only changes the State would suggest in

the prog&14' would be to.make it a richer prograt.

VIB--Not given.

IIC--Not give&

VII--N3p given.

VIIIA--Not(given.

VfIIB."-Not given.

4
VIIIC--Not given.

r.

td.
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MARYLAND

ZIA

The federal government provides the primary source (75

to 80%) of Maryland's Students Assistance Funds (10% state,
4

10% in titutional resources). A main concern/impact is that

Students would become more indebted with.Federal cutbacks.

Maryland is reliant on' Federal aid; a1rd somewhat compla-

-,cent. The Federal programs were good, "and State programs

have been built upon those. State programs are constructed

to take-ad4antage of Federal money first; the need for State

money was not'stressed. The State will now need to assume

responsibility for continuing a high level of access. '

'IC

There has not been a tremendous impact. Primary policy

decisions have been to encourage diversity, in both private

and independent sectors, and to try'to keep the indepepdent

.

sector strong. A ma3or impact of federal programs was a

higher quality of:operation overall because tuition was kept

. at a reasonable level relative to coit. Tuitions have

,
increased, perniitting a continued higher quality of opera-

tion and to bring revenues up.

S.

0



III

The federal government is the primary provider. 'The

,stalte role is probably good-as.it has existed. Maryland

wOuld like to see more input 4t the State level and feels

that a lot of things are dropped upon'them. A better system

would be to ihvolye State before policy is made.

IV

The effect of. Federal policies'ons a demographic

variables hai been dt,a minimum. What i*aibeing proposed .noW

, by the Administration may'change. this in that it would

encourage students to select a lower pricid education. So.

.,

far, a high degree of choice has'beerravailable..

N-
V--NOne givee

0,

The impact of epminating or reducing the SSIG prdgram

would be much less money in the State scholarship prog;am.,

This would tend to redUce.the amount 6f money'that would go*

to(N ,the upper income portion of_the needy. The State would "

'need to be more selective in channeling the.money to the ,

neediest students first.
,

The program is operating well and changes-should not be
t

made.
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No expansion should be made in the program; the problem

is a.shortage of grant money. The State is not'opposed to

an expansion of college work-study, but it should not be at
k-

the expense of SSIG.

VIB

Pell has been the cornerstone of1 financial support. The

--

Pell reduction resulted in less grant funds for needx stu-

dents and has boosted community coliege enrollment and hurt

the independent colleges ome. This has not been

experienced to any geeat extent.

point indicates that changes have

On GSL., analysis at this

not been major yet. For

example, fewer people may have applied for GSL when the

income limit went to $30,000,,but the Statehasn't seen a

difference in those students above $30,000 who have applied

and been able to show some need. It-has,been more incon-

venienced, but there has not been a majbr impact.

,

C--None given.
- 4

".

VII 4

r

Federal student aid programs are well.understood.

.11

.4
*The State's analysii of federal Oblicies is centralized

in the State Board for-Higher Education. The Board does

initial analysis and.reports to the Governor.and the

legislature'on impact.f
.,

V.



The State feels that it is not given enough time to

respond to changes in programs. Information provided by the

Feds iS not sufficient, and there is clearly a-lack of aria-_

lysis on their part.

.VIIIA--None given.

VIIIB--None given.'

VIIIC--None given.

..z
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MASSACHUSETTS

IIA

, The State'at this time is trying to expand.its role in

face of federal cutbacks.

Federal pOlicy has served as a leverage for the con-
.

tinued funding of the State.'s scholarship program.

MassachOsetts is an over-matched state. The proposed

federalobutbacks Wave essence almostiorced the State to

deal 'with the package of student aid. Several pieces of

legislation are'pending, including a bond program_ for loans,

college work-study, and graduate program support.. When

AFederal cutbacks came, the State dida report for all dec-
4,

tors. They looked at every Federal program coming into tile

State and developed a budget lOoking at all possible resour-
,

ces. One of these was "corporate support."

/IC

Massachusetts has a tuition waiver program. There iS

also a cooperative program between public and private

chOOls; ior example, there ie a proposal where engineering

students at U Mass and BU can trarisfer to local privaie
I

engineering programs with'the'State making up the difference,

in-tuition. Although this may hot.be'directly tied to

Federal policies, these federal policiesc.kept the'money.

tied up, encouraged,ehid kind of development. There is

,



,
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S.

uition waiver program for unemployed people who need.

ining. This occurs at community colleges where approxi-

ma ely 120 People who are unimployed are exempt from paying

tuiition.

The State's analysis indicates that financial aid and

p rental contributions'play the dominant role in the cost of

education, not the federal government. This partnership of

parent and federal shoOld continue, the State doesn't

believe in free rides. Loans and work-study were also major.

parts. Students are also carrying a major role. The major

contrtbution of the ktate is in the public, sector where

award levels are adjusted for independent schools. The

State is looking for.the Federal government to enhance

access for students As well ai choice. the respondent's
;

comments on the State's role are not to,be(identified speci-.

fiOally with Massachsuetts it used in aNfinal rePort: The

State's role should be one of 000rdingtion_ind'information

.gathering. It,should also be one of monitoring. Across th,

sistem, the State should 'be in' a "poaition to assess the

resources coming into the publicAystem.in order to be able

to plan and make policy.



Any revision in the Pederal-State relationship-might be

a move toward increasing matching dollars for programmatic

initiative; for example work pirrams.

Iv

Massichusetsts,has experienced a 3% shift trom indePen-

dent to publia institutions this past year; this is directly

related to the cost of ittendance. (Public and private

enrollment in Massachasetts is fairly evenly balanced

overall.) The Stae'hasn't seen a shift of students Irom

four-year to two-year schools. There is an open admissions

AooliCy at the,communitY college system. As for the aggregte

n1'umber of students, the pr ctions are that there will be

some decreases in studept at endance. This has no:t been

experienced yet. The State\imports a lot oesbudents. So

far, the numtler oi students attending is holding steady.

V. .
The State provides ropclals-aimed at assfstande to

independent students in order to enablethem to retain'

access,

If the program were to be eli inated, 4,500. students

would be eliminated. The State ml4ht not replace-that

01,

4
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,moneyland more so it wouldn't giik any kind leverage;

It is_probably the_marginal students,who Would lode out_on

this, the students with the most need would probibly siill

receive aid. `These marginal students may'have to drop out.

of school.

_

fTbe State fetli that the'establishment of direct grants

s aliii tter of priority; CWS l.'s a great:program but.it

.should not be expanded'at the expense of the grant program.

There is no problem with discretion as long as it is not

mandated.
a

V1B

The State has established a loan authority during the
. °

past'year. It has insitqted a lot of other proposals or

progfams ill order to have the State pick up a lot of the.

.student aid package.

IIC--Not given.

VtI

:Ye

Federal student aid policy is'better understodd than

other programs.

4,

All ,federal programs are centralized in the State-Of,
-

MassachusetVe... The Board of Regents is the agency whIch

90.4
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ailhounces.the Federal financial policy. The.legislature has.

taken a leadership role in dealing with, these.analyses'of

student programs and possible-cuts. The Governor'S office

plays a'role in the analysis and has a special unit. on.edu-

cational affairs which. is a new Off ice. The .1:Ward of

EduOation-plays a role also.

At a time when State unemployment was low, State funding

was increasing. At a time whgn the state wanted to growl,

the,federal Support was not there. Federal policies are

countercyclical and State efforts are consistent.

There has not been sufficient lead time in the'announ-

cement of federal programs. The State's analysis is

ongoing. There is'not sufficient information given; tills is,

.also a time problem and a source of some frustration.

VIIIA

kassachusetts has a tuition waiver program for

unemployed people who need training. 'This takes place at

the community college level where'approximately 120

unemployed people were exempt from paying'tuition.' This is

based on a model and extended to all public schools':

VIIIB

:le State is developing i s own'college,work-study

'program..

Qr-tit),



The State ha4,initiated a program where private industry.

-47.helps to support technical training. This is in effect

tuition Waiver program and a cooperative'program between

public,and private institAltions. ,Por ekample, stddents

interested in engineering may begin their trainihg.at U Mass

or-SU and then.transfer to local private school engineering
-

programs with the State making up the difference in tuition.

Industry 'would help to 'update this prOgram. This is has

\eforced a closer .coop ration between all involved.

. Also, the" state is exploring the concept of corporate',
,

supiport as a budget resource.

'

s
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MINNESOTA a

In Minnesota,* Federal programs re te core around which

State prdgrams have developed. t the same tile, the r

State's intention is to takeadvaintage Of thefe4er4;-,74oney
.

without allowing.it to drive-the State program.

4

rft*

6.
Miqnesoft- is an-pver-matched State.

a
s

There has been ho leveraging-kOpact; .The State is

generally ahe

IIC

of what the Federal gOvernment is doing.

To a very lidited extent, thh Statehas recognized that

with assistance available, it can allow Lition to go up a

small amount for those who can aiford to iSay. This is not

necessarily tied to Federal 'policy.

.The State4s philoibphy is that,it should tiy, if not too

offset Federal redUctiOns, to move for a change in State
..

programs by establishIng the prinoiple around.which the size .

-, -
--14........_ oe... 'A., ....,,ave ,,vv, vv,,- .vm,,,,,,,- .,., ..,a,,, v., ., % v. vav,v 4s,......,

:
...,

A of a State grant is determined independent of how the giant
.

, i t.,,
t

is, determined. The State would take idvantag of Federal /

I .

(tilorietarf but nat foll ,alohg.behind it or resp d directly to
""--. w , -

..it.

III

1 The most appropriite.role foe-the Fed is tesic iupport

of individual students through grants and loans, and sup-,

ports for.applied and the, bis-ic research. -Me-State has to



,

be a central f9rde /f substantial money is ihvolvred or JO'
'-

,

wauld undermihi thdatate's goals for higher educatitm. The
.. ,-

r:

is opposed to Federal initiatives which seek to change
.q.

State policy; e:g.1 SSIG. . ' =

IV

. , The respondent sees pc iffect between Federal policies

andjImographic variables. Does'not see a change in'

demographic vailables.

V- -None.-
.

,

Minnesota is an over-matched state. Elimination of thie

program would mean a reduction of 5%.of present. gE.ant

authority, it is debatable as to whether or not ihe State

wouldopick that Up.-

. The State woUld recOmMend'no changes in the SSIG

program.

The State would favor more,discretion ill tile use of

funds; the State should'not bp tied to Federal.demAnds:

"Don't make the tail wag'the dog."

VIB

Minnesota would try to, if not offset federal reduc-
s

' .

tions, move to change State programs by establishing a

ciple arcond which the size of a s.tate grant is detdrmined.

9
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'

e4-

.1

--Ande dent'of,how the grant is,deteiined." Minnesota Would
. :

take advadtage of Federal money, but'.not follow along behind'
4.0

the government or respond directly to,Lt. The State is don-
.. .

.sidering a supplemeital,loan program in part as response

to Federal policies. ) c
,

.

i.u.:..

'-VIC--None. et*

VII - //

-

,

.

.

.
.....-,

People are probably-as confused by Federal:pc:II:icy on
o /

student'aid. as they are on other rdoeeii issues.

4

Analysis of Federal policy is centraliied,in 'the State.

w
The responsibility lies with. the Coorainating.Boaid. The

. ,Board reports to4646th 61e legiiturie and the Executive
N .e.

, .Branch. , ,. . .

.- ,P---

The State doesi not feel thaf.enough lead time is given

to res ond to Federal polity Changes. 'IThe analyses done,by
-4

. the State is ongoing.' iThe State doei not feel it is given

sufficient leaa time.1. _' "I.
Feder'al financial support 'fallen off along with the

. . 4,
State's economic cdnditxon.. State support has held firm;

although there have be0h reductiOns, the support has been
, .0 .

reasonably cohstane.'



'mfssoutim

:IIA
a .

'The Federal government has inspired programs and the

. (
, 11

AAA

. . N...

gt4te of Missouri has reacted. Changes were made iltthe
4.

SSIG program to'include nonprofit tedhnicai schools; this
. 2was.:0/re&ly related to'the Middle Income Assistance Act of .

.0, ,

19.78,::kissduri cite not have a student lipan program until .
, .

1975; it was established to receive,inter-governmental

funds. -Tile atate would apt have a PLOS-program without t e

Fedetal inceny.ve.'
1 .

IIB

-MissoUri is ahover-maphed,state"whichAid not"have a
. "

program pridr t the Federal ofie: 'To some ext4n there ha's

been a leveragin impagt. :With-the. Missouri studemt Grant
.

. .

Prollram, the State must come qp with a certain 46ilie'

figure, that isl'it is not a dollai=to=d011ar mAtch '
ar '

situation. It ii a politIcal,creature in that the program

provides choice fbr students wishin4 td atiehd private
,

schools; 85''%.of the student grant-f nds go to studentg

attending private schools.

V

,

Respondent is unable to say whether'or not there has

been a substitution impact in general. This would dccur
$ .

mar,e at the Institutional level.. Some universities are mdre

willing to increase fees (tuitiOns) in MisadUri because of

the allailability of.aid. There have been dome policy :
1.

100 :
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,

shlfts, butthey have not come from the Department of Higher

-Education.

III
v.

6

The Department.has na position ori this; however, respon-,

deht indicated that Federal involyement is essential in

financial aid, that there is a need for both Federal and

State involvement. The*State's role is one of guaranteeing

the PLUS program and iaministering student ioans and distil.-

)

.bution of student grant progranis. 'most of the fundil

dollars go to the institution, however.. The State could

play more of a role. As for revision of the reliiionship,

'one concern is that although the Feds have a formula to
4-

determine Reed,`Iinancial.aid officeff'in the.State know

better. A more direct ihvolvement'of the states would'make

sende because the states are closer to the'problem and Ilave

'a better idea of needs as well as a better underAanding of

the issues.

It is difficult to give a sound'answer as to the rela-
.

tionship between demographic variables and Federal policies.

Enrollment has not decreased overall. There is a small

decrease in-the private sector, which may be tied to level

fuftCling.. It is more so related to the ea:mon. The ..

enrollment it community colleges is up while four-year

school enrollment remain constant. There is a shift seen

101
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In the number of "traditional" students. There is some,
eligt ot private students to public schadls, and some_shift

..of public.fout-year students to-two-year schools, and some

adults:attending twe-yeai scriocils which were not attending ;

at all'befoie. Overall, thete is no dramatic change.in the

aggregate number of students. The State's projecgot is

that'there wIll.be changes in the next few yearsYbecause 11.1"

the economy.

V

The State really hasn't responded. They have, however,

'Instituted, the PLUS program for.independent'students and

,parents. There are fewer than.100 PLUS lenders'.

'VIA"

If the SSIG program were eliminated, the State 'could

terminate support. The primary impaet would be on private

school students, The purpose of Ehe SS/G program in-

Missouri is to provide= choice& Although the cost of public

schools is increasing the major effect would still be seen

at the private leVel'.

TheSSIG progr'am is a good program.

%

--Diiaietion for use of Tunds would be accepEable.

--depending onowhat happens-in reauthorizition. An economic

ffimpact analysis wotild be needed.

I

V.

,
"

2
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+

The State hasn!t or wouldn't respond .to changes in. Pell.

-
because it is a Federal.program and the dollars go to the

institutions directly. The State has changed GSL eligibi-

lity to keep it consistent with the Federal program;

.obviously.they have no choice in administering the program.

VIC--None other given.

- VII

Federal student aid policy is less understood by st*Ae

'agencies and institutions.- This is dueAto the nature .6f

financiai aid and the fact that it.changes'from year to

year. There is no national policy,.and therefore less
410.-

possibility of future Analysis because trefids cannot be

figured.
Q

4

The universities,are fesponsibile for dimlysis of .

Federal poLicies. The Depaltmelif oriff4fileT'tad6ttibhwatiesar----

maser pi,an. Itis beginning to take more, 6f a leadership'

role and centralization-is there. Legislative -&-nd executive

analysis is not coordinated.

,

Insufficient lead time is given. For example,,changei
. .

.

. ,
in the lOan prpgram were immediate0, and that caused havoc.

,

It has driven up the cost of administering'the program.

Ahalysis of these programs is carried out. Tnformation is.

induffibient.



1
a

1 5.

,

1

The State's economy is poor. 114venues have not' been

sufficient to cover expenditures for the past -two fistal

years. LeVeial funding from the govirntent causei4-

. decrease in the effect of the.programS. Federal .policies

are countercyclical. (-tate efforts are consistent.

VIIIA--None given.

I(

VIIIi--None given.

V/IIC--None given.

7
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The only State program in Montana,is the SSIG program

which would notapxist without the Federal incentive. ,

'Montalca is an evenly matphed state which would not n'ave

a pogram without the Federal incentive. /be.SSIG program

is the ony example of a prpgram which. leverages state 4

appropriations. There is a fee waiver program in the

State's schools, however the State doesn't_replace the

dollars, rather the 'cost is imputed.

There is really no effect, according to the responaent.

The State has raised6tees but has not,accelerated those

increases. The fees are average for public and private

institutions within the region,

Respondent indibated that to some extent, it is felt

that the, Feds should maintain.the "partnership philosophy

that was established in Ole Sixties. Othex than th'at', .

-)

respondent has no thoughts on balance. The reds should

decentralize tp the state, not to the institutions. The

State then.would deyelop.a ghilosophy.

. 4
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Aevisioni of tile relationship between Federal' and State

would 4nclude returning tb a bloCk grant concept. In this

approach, a itate would have the iiroportion's it wanted to

,.use..

The State only has four private colleges, one of which

is very.small. Montana is a public education-oriented

state. Enrollment has remal.ned constant. There has been no

change in the aggregate number of students.

V - -None.

VIA

,

If the Federal SSIG program wete eliminated,$,State

. would pease.

ds

The SSIG prqgram is faitly efficient now as administered.
. 4

by the institutions.

Montana .0elieves that Pell and SSIG should becombined

as block grants to states. Wiese blo-ck.grants'would bg for

student'assistance and would iriclude college.work-study.

States would then use money in a manner congruous tO State '

.philosophy. Montana is a workl.ethic state which would

strike a different balance if given the discretion.,

106
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VIB

.

, ..
1

"72)
11

e

t
.

The State would maintain GSL as it is. MontAi believes

that Pell ahd SSIG should be combined as block grants to

states. These loilock-grants would-be forstudent assistance
*.g

and would include college work-study. States wouId-then use

money in a-manne congruous to statte philsophy. MOntana _is_

a, work-ethic state which would strike a.different balance .

if given the' discretion.

.V C--None given.

ow,

c,

The general public does not really understand Federal

student Aid-policies, and neither,does the legislature.

Analysis is not centralized. The office '5A the

Commissioner of Higher Education does some coordination.

The Montana Association of-Financial Aid Officers provides

some feedback. And-the OCHE communicates,with.the
.

.

Department of Educatidn and Congresari.

Lead time has not been sufficient and this has caused.

real problems With.students knowing what will be'available.

Analysis is ad hoc. Information is sufficient.

The State's econoTy slump has increased'the.itudent

'population. 'Federal policies are countercyclical and state

. efforts are consistent:.

107
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NEW HAMPSHIRE

IIA--None.given.

IIR '1
.

. .

J19

The SS ,program has leveraged some. support. The State

program w s developed subseguent,toAhe Fedeal one,. The
.: .

State is'Slightly over-matched, very close to eVenlvr, -

.matched.

IIC

The State 'his enrollment caps, but the university system

had established those prior to cuts in Federal.aid. Tuition

levels are going up; this is due to a lack of money from the

State.legislature rather than as a result of ,Federal poli

cies. Institutional expansion is riot great, but that is,not

tied to Federal cuts. New Hampshire already has one of the

highest state public tuitions. By statute, the full cost' of

instruction must be borne by out-af-state students, and by

law the State may admit 25% out of state enrollees.

I/I

lbere.should be more Federal and State support: No

detailed information is available on balance. SSIG $ould

be administered by the insti.tutiOns, as it ii now.

revising the State-Federal relationship, New HampshiFe wOuld
6 .

recommend cutting back on the validation of Pell lomewhat.

t4 %

This might involve returning to.separate applications.
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;

.There art no figures:to bear out' any trehds of

demographic variables as related to State decisions 'or

Federal .pelicies. There has not, yet been a 'shift. The

Stite does notice some falling off pf applications at pri-

vate schools. (50% of the State's students are in private

,institutions.) The aggregate numbeF of students has held

steady.

V--None given.
1

V/A

If the Federal SS/G portign were eliminated,.there is a
. $,

chance that the State would lose'its prociram. There is,also

a'passibi,lity that it wouldn't due to a reciprocity system

with-surrounding states. The program has helped students

, ,have access to postsecondary educatibn; thii could be

restricted without a program.

SSIG is one-of the best Federal programs.

"The 'State is opposed to discretionary use of the funds.

The amount of mOney in New Hampshire now is so surall it

would dilute heimpact if the-funds were to be Used for

Anything else.

OM.
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VIB

L.

In the 1981 legislative session, the State passed a loan;

Corporation bill which enables colleges.that can have an "AN

rating on bonds eo float bond issues. There is a consortium

of four-year colleges, in the States and there will be'a

,major effort to:expand this program in the face of the fall,

off of the GSL program. As for Pelle the State hasn't-

responded. The State would be lucky if it could get money

to respond, it noles.

.IIC--None given.

VII

Student financial aid is better understood because-b-E-
.

the muMbei of people it benefitd.

Analysis of Federal poliay is not completely

. centralized, but to the extent-that-tt_il, it is done,by thNe

CommissiOn.w..Lobbying is done by everyone.
,

The State feels that it does not recei0e sufficient lead,

tilde; an example f this was with the Social Security

changes. No analysis is done because there is no staff to

do it. 'Sufficient information is available.

New Hampshire has a low unemplOyment rate. There

lots of high tech industry moving into the State. This has-"

,had no affect on support lpvels of education yet.

t



VIIIA--None given.

VI IIB--None given.

VIIIC--None given.,

'
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, NEW JERSEY 3

IA..

/be Federal-State relatiOnshipjlas changed over time.
i

;1

'Since the-early,Seventies, the Stat has tried.to plan and
*-1

coordinate with the ieds-and that has been unsuccessful.e

The.State offered validation and collectiqn adtivities which

were not accepted by-the'Feds. Federal rnIes were not

workable. As a result, the State decided, to go its own way

-In 1978=-19. The,State has operated loans'in,a dapkemental
-7;

way; for.example, when there was a $3,000 loan limit, the

State petitioned the,Drepartment of Education to raise that.

limit. When the Department refused, the State started a

program to raise the limit to $5,000 for medical -and antal

programs.'

'ITS

,

Neii Jersey is a 'highly overmatched state. There is some

leverage. However, riatchlg programs are done as an4kutoma-

U.-a` response and there, hasn't been much difference made

Federal,policy.
4

-IRespondent claims no affect on student demographic

4-

variables by Federal policy. The State has,moved ahead in

d 4e1oping standards for academic progress. This is related

.to the Federal leniency in not checkingjto see if recipients

-are actually moving towards a degree. ,Thio is-key to,A

tuition aid grantA)rograin:

or"



1

- 2
J.

, 4 The dtate's role is aimed at tuition costs, the,.
.

_Federal's a nOntuitionlcosti. The Feds-bave not thought it'

sthrough.that well. )'

This information, if used in the final report, is not to

be attri.buted to the State of New Jersey: In some Federal"

programs, the itates cold-help in the administration.

States cin play a helpful role to institutions, but%this is

.'not in argument that the Department
,)

There are) private institutions, for

Absolutely ib state intervention because the state could not

do much to improve the'situation; however, other_institu-
,

tions could profit.from state assistance.

is anxioui to start.

example, which need

A

'44

,)

I
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IV: .ftspondent
indicates that a rise in the basic gtant

program has increased enrollment in two year public institu-

. tions. Also contributing to an increased,enrolikent is the

.
feature of-Pell which allows part-time students aid. State

grants are only given to full-time students.

Independent school enrollment is stable. . The most

significant enrollment incteases
have been seen at the 2 '

year schools. Four year enrollment is stable. The feeling

is that federal programs have probably expanded aggregate

-enrollment but it is unclear, to what extent. Parts-time stu-

dents have, overall, been most favorably Affected by programs,

'. V. None given.

VI.a. If the SS/G program were
el4minated or reduced the

probable redult
would be a merge wig the state's Tution Aid

Grant program. 'If the program were eliminated.it would. ,

reduce the grant given to st000 students. These would pro-
,

bably be the middle-income students.

' The SS/G lifeigranrioperates-wella_

'funds,.

-VI.b.

, changes.-

program.

example,

Tfie state has no objection disgretionary'llse.
of

e

The state has not responded.that
much to tlie.Pell

There has been more of a response to th SL

The state has.developed
option papers; for

as in what' would happen if the origiriation fee were
1

to 101. The state has cartied, out an examination
5



a.

a

-4-

-of contingencies. The state operates GSL so they will con-

tinue to look atsthe "what if."

VI.c. None given.

VII. Federal financial aid in edUcation is better

understood because the news gets out in an individual

fashion.

Analysis is centralized with the.state's Washington

office, which serves as a federal liasion. There is a

central document Which does resblt. The Governor disseminates
, .

information to the legislature.

New Jersey feels that often.,there is not enou4h

lead time; for example, the announcement of the PLUS program

was "a real mess." On the other hand, the budget process

gives ample lead time due to forward funding. Analysis is_

done by the state. Infoimation- is more sufficient.than lead

time. This is because of the state's D.C. office.
v-

-k Higher education plans Ln the state are more teced,

to state revenue than federal economy. However, there are
-

exceptions, as in the gas tax, which wpuld diminish the

state's ability to raise taxes and provide revenue. Federal

policies exacerbate and state.efforts are consistent.

VIII.a. None given.
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VIII.b. The state 49 trying to promote a Work study program.

VIII.c. None given.



NEW MEXICO

II.A. The. Respondent is Unsure to what extent federal.

policies have impacted the state. Some impact has'mani-

fested itself by a .reduCtion Of stddants tied.to a reduation

of funds. The state did develop a SSIGprogram. and ini-;

tiated a CWS program. CWS Went into effect in 1981-82.

II.B. Federal policies have not leveraged state,sup-

port. the initial Reagan adminiitration proposals,probably

lead-to the state's CWS program. (II.b. New Mexico is ad

evenly matched State. However, they have"the authortty to

ovel match.)

. II.C. In 1981-82 tutition increased by 10%4: In 'the past

year the statp has recommended a further increase of 5%. .

The recommendation was amended on the,floor of the Sedate

and provide for no increase for in-state students.. The

rationaleiwas that students were hard enough hit already,

and the state should find the.thoney elsewhere. There mill

be no increase in 1983-84. A "gtudenechoice" law was'

passed to' provide dolla,rs for stuglents at private institu- /

tions. Language indicates that a student would be given tha

difference between private and publiC'tution; however, no

money has 134eri appropriated.



New Mexico's position is that the State stiould play
_

the main role. The stAte's policies ire consistent with the

Federal Government's autonomy and local conTa: Eespondent

indicated that block grants zre good enough. With these, a

stite could promulgate its own roles.
;

rv. No studies have been done'to determine the student

demographic.vatiables issue. -However, private school

enro11ment'decre4sed 1:4 11% in 1981 through 1983. Some of.

this might have been an affect-of federal financial poli-

cies. (One third of the total federal allocation goes to

private,institutions.) Enrollment at two year institutions

/e
increased 14.7% and four year enrollment incrdased 2% in the

,

period 1981 throdgh 1983.. The recession might have coniri-,

butedtto this in that many unemployed people caMe to school.

The aggregate number of students 'has remained stable

overall. There is a suspicion thAt the attrition from the

private schools., because it occurred in the first two years

of school', might indicate that these'students went to two

.year programs. The state has no studies on the type of,stu-'

dents effected.

V. The.state

. .
. ,

developing pig ..,..tech. programs,.

VI.a. If SSIG were to be

adents wouldikbp served.

reduced or eliminated, 50% fewer

They would probably not be denied



NO.

access. The state would make efforte'to pick them up 141

college work 'study. Perhaps a small nUmber of thAse stu-t,

'dents would be unable to attend postsecondary school.

the SSIG program is well'run.

Regarding discretion, New MexiCo.has no reser-

vatiOni with federal policies as they are.

VI.b. In response to GSL, the.state sellS severafice tax

bonds and uses,funds and income earned .off ofiertinent fUnds

and has authority to,sell revenue bonds. l'h4B intent was for

the state to have its own loan program. The,state's loan

program is operativer but it still depends on the feds to

guarantee. The response to changes in Pell has been that

more studentsvhave.applied for loans.

VI.c. None given.

VII. Respondent is uncertain as to whether or not federal

/ student policies are better or less understood.

The state's analysis is decentralized. It is

handled by the federal regulations as they go.out to the

institutions:

Generally, the state feels there is enough lea

time given although-Sbmetimes they' panic. Analysis ii ad

hoic. lUfficient,infOrmation iegiven.

120
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New Mexicci.is very hard hit in its 'economy.- The

state is"the third, highest state for.higher education sup-

port per Capita. Feder.il policies haven't affected state
- *

policies. State efforts are counter reciprocal.
/

. I '

VIII. The state has,passe4 a "student choice"'bill to pro=

vide'money for students,at private instlitutions.. The language

indicates that students would be given the differen6e bet-

ween private and public tuition. However nes money has been

appropriated for this program.

VIII.b. The states own work study program wept into effect

.in 1981.

,

VIII.c. None- given.

../
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NEBRASKA

IIA
v . .

. I

. Nebraska's respOndent ihdicated.thaf State programs have

*mar

not beeh itfected by Fede5t1.programs because,there are-no
/ -

Sta)e programs. There is an. SSIG pogram which is run
A

th oUgh the institutions. For the past four yearsithe Stte

has,attempted to put through an appropriatiOns.bill to .sup-

a-\
port a $5 gillion tta scholarship program.. The. State has:

alt; p d le. slation for a state work-study plan.

Funds wouXd not be provide'd until next year. The intent of

this plan is to have sOiething.in plact in case the Federal

.0ork-study program changes.

.

4
.

111B
..

.
, .

No 'leverage, because there are no state prOlgrams.'
.

.. e-- .

I1C

\The Federal programs have, enabled therStte-to keep
6 .

their fees and tuition lower. Thes would'inczeat-e if Agre:.

were no Federaluppgrt. Somg arg increid

tuition
1
and fees to increase eli

7

ibilitli,for eral fundit.

a

,The Federal government should suppgrtUdents and

State should support* ihstitutions. There has beeri;;prop*d
\._' 4.(

a study Of financial policy of higher edUcation'in'Nebr'iska.,

A detailed stu4 is-being negotiated.. One sugiettlbn that

'has been made in the. State would be to-try-oh 4 Eri.4.1..cbais.-
.
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on a trial basis a tuition increade 1:7 $10 million which

would then be used for stUdent'aid. This woul4 support stu-
.

11.

dents and' not institutions. Basically, the Federal policy

should be to aidstudents Auld to support research and pdblic

service acti ties.
4

Demographic variables have not been affected by Federal

Alicies. Aggregate number of Students-his not changed.

Tile State has an open enrollinent policy; and(stuaents ari-

not shoppins for bargains.

\\,

V/--None given.

VIA

The impact on Nebraska woulgIbe great if .the SSId

program were to be eliminated.' The State.aids 2,000 stu-

dents thrdugh this program. However, the State mán y would

be shifted to other progr4ms. There would be no loss of

students because the institutions would still coine'up with a..
.;

package one.yay or 'the otnej.
1

1

VIB

The Staie's response to 'changes in Pell 4ndGSLhas'been
.

.

a lobbying response.more th4n anything..,However, nothing

has been highlyorSanized in this area:

VIC=-None.
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4

Federal stUdent aid,policy is bOter understood because

there,is mare press on ie and "people .know about.ii."

Federal analysis is not centralized. The Coordinating

,Commission does what inlaysis is done And is trying to

,become a central agency. Analysis \is done by institutions,
-

bqt there is no coordination.
-7;

The State feels it, his sufficient lead time, ,Analysis

is ad hoc. ,InformAtion is sufficient. There are njo paioe,

problems, in short. This is probably because therels'only'
. ,.

.

one program at the State le'vel.

VIIIA--None.

'The State has legislation pending' to. develop "a State
.

work-study program.' If it goes throug4, regs wou/d be pro-.

mulgated'this year and fundi wduld noi be available until

next year. The intent is to have a program in place in 'case

changes come'in the.Federal program.

VIIIC-None given:,



NEVADA

IIA s.

The only state student aid prograk Ne4iada had wad'a.

grants-in aid program given to the regions and disbursed-to

the'.campuses; usually_this was uied for tuition.payment.. -

ThspStatd sees no major 'impact' from Federal programsand

.
No leveraging occurs other than perhaps with the-SSIG

program.

Very little impact. There have been io tuitiOn.=-

increases, no enrollment caps. There is one science program

,which has necessitated an enrollment cap; the.8tate-rist-

looking for funds to ease this problem.

Iwgeneral, the State should have the greater role;Of

support. This 'has been the case in Nevada. The institu-

\tions should work directly with Federal government on a

deceritralized basis.

Iv
.

0
-*

There has'been-very little change or effect in student

demOgraphic variables. There ts'onIy'dne priliate

,Ostituticiii fa Nevada. No changes:or shifts have been:.seein,

125
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frOm private.to public or within the public,system. Pell

has niaa-i- a difference in the'aggregate nuiber of students in

-that-it has increased attendance. sower income people have

been most affected by the*Pederal programs.

V--None given.

4 VIA

A

Nevada is an over-matched state. If SSIG were elimi-
.

nated-or reduced, it would wipe out the program. The State

would not replace the funds. Students would have to return

"to scholarships and campus money. ,

The'Pedeial SSIG program ii run well. Any inefficiency

which exists 4s in the State. The university system posi-

tion might be that as lohg as the progrm is there it will

be administered (as a grant program).

VIB
, .

Matters regarding Pell and GSLT ar.e referred to Campus

.aid officers. Their response is orie of a lobbying nature.

They do make efforts to'keep.eligii?ility cOnsistent with
4

Federal eligibility.,

VICNone given:
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\- 4

_Federal student aid policy.is,better understood because

there is so much in thejmpers%'

Analysis'is somewhat centralized inAbe office of the

Chancellor.
r---.

Sometimes there is sufficient lead time and:sometimes

there i's1\11.t: Analysis is4lone.O1i an ad hoc basis. There

is'sufficient information to allow for r4ponse.

Nevada is in a slump.economically. -Enrollment is ,

m
4114rowing. .The population is growing, and'there is an'influx

of people into the State. State _efforts are consistent.

,

VIIIA,--None given.

VIMNone given.

VIIICTNcine given.
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I

North. Dakota .

t4

,

II.a. Ai a result of the SSIG program North Dakota d'hifted

.1state aid s6 that ii was more.sensitive'to middle,intome

students. As the feds pull back, the'itate will leave'the

emOhasis. there.

North,akoia is a ,over mat6hed state. "The. empOsis-

In the program is aiding middle incame students. With

federal Futbacks, the .state would probably leave its empha-

sis there.

II.c. There is not men impact. The state is,raising

. tuition be6ause it needs more money, not' iaecause_of federal

policies. Enrollment caps have been discussed but only if.
-

the state's funding is cutback. These are state problems.

Pell should be the modellor Congress' tao1. to direct'

money to studers to meet national priorities. There is a

. need for state-and 'local campuses to dire6t-money to meet

their own objectives! Theie is inflexibility in the

Administration's A4 proposals. Thia would eliminate the

ability of state's and local jurisdictions to respond to-'
(

their oWn needs.

State programs should not be the "tail .that wags

the dog."- The state has not had a free hand,to dictate what
. .

0

happens at individual CamOuses. Ideally a plan would.foster,
t

state goals but allow autonomY.



The state federal relationship, except for "a little

bit of.fine tuning," should be left as it is. However the -
e.

84 proposals,shoUld not'te.accepted.'.That would tipthe

scales too far and force all students into done mold.

IV. North Dakota is experiencing more enrollment than ever

across the board. It is difficult to isolate the reasons'.

No shifts.have been noted between schoo1, no change in .

aggregate numbers overall. (North Dakota has eight public

four year schools, ewo private schools, and three community

colleg17-which are not in the,same system:)

V. None given.

Vi.a. If the federal portion of SSIG were eliminated, the"

'state would maintain its commitment. There would be a nega-

tive effect' on middle incgme'students. The program is small',

so it probably would not:lose,students.

The program is great the.way its.

If given discretion, the-state would got.change iti

own program; but it would.be a good- conCept.OveralI.,

VI.b. The state has proposed GSL legislatibn to provide,a

fallback if the federal pro4ram dies.' 'This would:be a it'ate

funded; progr ant. ;n resPonse to Pell, the state has asked

fbr More money-iwthe State grant'progrid. %he request* hai-
,

:

not been hOnoted because of:state fiscal.prohlems.- .

129,_
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*None discussed. \.

)

VII. Federal student,aid policAes are better understocid

because within the past year the'consciousness level from:

the:Governor on down.has been greater than ever. -The fear

of cutbacks has.lead to greater publiC visibility.

-The state's analysis of federal programs is not

formally centralized. A task force has been coMmissioned by

the Board. No formal cordination exists between the

legislative and the executive branch.

The state feels that it has.had sufficienti.time.

It doei have a problem because It has a biennial legisla?.

ture.. That makes it more difficult to respond. The state*

.has a good relationship with its cAgressmen. Analysis is.

done on an ad hoc basis. There is- sufficient inkormation

given.

The state's economy has more effect on.state educa-
. .

tion than the federal policies do., However, the federal

policies exacerbate state conditions. In a time when stu-
.

dent aid, is declining, student enrollment is increasing and

cosis are far greater. The relationship is not cause and

effect. Howeier, the impact is not coincidental. State

efforts are consistent. -

VIII.a. The State has drafted its.own GSL program, proposal'..;

VIII.b. None 4iveti.

11,111.o: None gven.

.



IV

ReSpondent indicated that federal student programs

.ha7ie not directly.effected Ohio programs.\ indirectly,

federal student programs have effected:the expansion of thefl

types of institutions which can par,tidipate. The state has

added nursing programs and there is.reciprocity with

Pennsylvania. The largest state program is-the Ohio

Instructional Grahts Program. OIG is a tuition/fee program

developed in 1970. it is an income-driven program. A table

of grants in the statute provides aspecific grant amount

based on famili income, number of Children and level of

(- tuition and fees.
k

//:B. Ohio is an overmatched state for SSIG. Some

'leveraging exists where federal programs have gone to level

funding. Serving somewhat as a mechanism to encourage the

estate to maintain programs,which it has in' existence through

increased funding. The state has seen an increase over the

pest biennium.

II.C.. Private institutions have increased fees. Public

fees are driven by state subsidies; there is a direct tele-

.

tionship between state subsidy and fees. "The state has no
,

enrollment caps., The gap is growimwider for the private

Sector and this sectoe has been driVen to.seek state aid.

III. Respondent.indicated that essentially, Ohi; does
; ,

not disagree.with:the cUerent level of Involvement by

federal.and-state, :-The federal.invol'veMent should be with,.

f
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,

total indirect costs and the staie,more involved with direct

costs. There is some concern with tederal:inVolvement.in

the regulatory area of higher education,in the staie. The

state shou/d not-be involved in the distribUtion of funds,

these should'go directly through the regional*.instituUons.

There is no need for'a,revision of the federal.state

tionship.

rv. The state.has experienced more minorities attending

the public sector during eXpaniion programs: In the lattdr

part of the seventies, there was a declining enrollment of

minority'and low-income students. Public enrollment has

been going up in the past ten years; torivate enrollment has

remained stable. 'There is no.shift in distributiOn seen

from four ytar to two year schools. -To a certain degree,:

federal policies have beenla factor in the increase in the

'aggregate:number of students Attendin4'post-secondary

schools. Mindritristudents are the ones iost effected by

the changes.

V. The state is not responsive to thisejands of

things.

VI.a, . If SS/G were to be eliminated, there woad nótba

large impact on Ohio. SS/G is.not a big part of the pie

there. The state would pick, up the,federal.part, it would

not underfund its Own.'tabitS. There might be dn impact-with

respect to timing,: that, is the state mighi nted to:reduce

:

4,
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awards,in.a year before legislation went through.

SSIG is one of the best federal programs.

Ohio would riot be interested initdre discretioriary.

use of the S§IG,funds. This +Would' not:fie beneficial to the

state because they:mould not use them any.differently

anyway.

VI.b. The state has not responded to changes in Pell. The

one response to GSL has been the.possible development of'a

state loan Program financed by the sale of\bonds.: This is

in the early stages.

VI,c; Nonw-given;

VII. Federal student aid prOgrams are not understood anY

better or less than other progfams.

Analysis is not denttilized-in this state. ....the
,1

Student Loan Commission would probably do analysis of GSL

matters. The Board of Higher Education would pvabably have

imput into federal programs analysis. There is no coor-

dination of executive,and legislative analysis.,

In the past two years, Ohio's budget fias been cut

15 percent. As a result, higher education's share of the

state budget dropped from 14 percent to.10 percent. Federal

.policies are counter-reciprocal, state efforts are consistent

in one re'spect counterreciprocal in another.

*

Ohio has no problems with lead time. Arialysis done

is ad fioc, Information is sufficient.
7 e
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encouraged.the institutions to i'vork with the Departmeht of

Education directly. The state does not seek greater

involvement in this role. The ielitionship betweenthe

state and the feds is proper as it now stands.

IV. Wyoming's one proprietary .inStitution is voca-

tional. There ire no distribution shifts between private and

publiC schools. There ii no shift betWeen two and four year

schools. There is no change 'in the aggregate number of -situ-.

dents.

V. :None discussed.

VI.a. The state is utilizing approximatelY 60%.of the

incentive grant program and has had to,sell colleges on the.

use of*federal money,. The impact of eliminating In reding

the program would not be as serious here-is in othei'states.

There'are ample state,resources for eduCation. 'State stu-
,

dent financial aid officers seem to feel that students

.appreciate education more if they have a commitment,

i.e., student employment, college work study and loans. The

impact would beinegligibleland there would be no affect on

the access ir'the program were eliminated. Tfie grants given

to students are very small so that they can go to,a greater

number-of s)udents.
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.

The tirogram is.administeredxact1yas. it should .4.

11,

Respondent indicated thAt in his opInion7grants are

necestary and that the proqram exista as'it should. Herev
. 3

he would differ with the financial aid officers who would .

probably choose CWS over.a grant program.

V/.b. The state has relled on.student aid officers io

identify any need group sihicti is not provided acces;. The

,
I . , .

4

state then steps in,
. .

, VI.C. None discussed. '''''
,

VII. There is ehual ignorance on all federal programs as,.

i
... .

k..
.

they impact the st'Ste.
, .

.

The.state's analysis of federal programs is
, f ,

),..

decentralized. The community college coMmission'is proOpabl
.

i

the sole state entity fdr post-secondary involvement. The
4 ,

'state aepends on the congressional delegation to help with

the analysis.

The *State does feel that it is given enougS
t

1 timé. Analysis is done id hoc or'"ad hope." The State is.
.

given sufficient lead time. They credit this more to the

,OHEE0 than to the Federal goyernment.

46.

.
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S.

The.State has ,)perienced a favornble economi:c*ci4-

mate an has had the .resourced to reSpond: Therefori, is not.

asloncerned.about.the Federal budget. ,Federal-policies'.

neither exacerbate nor are they countercyclical, whil*-state

effortS are consiitent with state policies and COunter-

y i 1.with national policies.

V/IIA TIle State has a work-study program:

VIIIB Ntme.

V/IIC_ itibne. given.

t-

4.

.4
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MU:4a. The- state.is in the process of doing-a survey

'regarding ,the possible develOpient of a state loan, program
. .

_financed by the sale Of bonds.'

VIII.O. None given.

None given..

4
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: -Federal programs have had a Obsitive:impact on tile

state.: For example, in.,SSIG, thd state hatOn this past year,

for the first time, slightlf overmatched the,federatconiri-

'bution. tn- the past year, this hastepresented i.significant

increase.in the state contribution.

MB. SSIG is the best exaiple of the'leveraging"faCtor..

Oklahoma was an evenly matched state,,within the rest .year

it has become a overmatched (slightly) state. Another

example of leveraging would be with ae tuition fee waiver

scholarship prQgram. This permits institutions and the

state system to use a percentage of the last year's, educe-

tion budget for fee'4aived sOholarships.. Thisaffected

9,500 students:in.1981-82 (based on 1 percent). In

1982-83 the fund'increased to 13h percent, but there is no,
-

'ligure yet as to how this translates into peoge or dollars.

II.C.', State tuition and fees have been Icipt low. .There

are no enrollment caps. Aid.is to the students, not to'the

institutions in Oklahoma.

The state -indicated it would send a narrative on

.the atipropriate balance questIK

reCeiVed yet.

TPis_ has-not been

.-

Th'e state, has, not seen any changes in the student
,

:demographic variables.eS effecte4 ,hy.fe4eral poiicy,. At'one
,

)point it did.note thatHthere_were more vets and miyorities
. _

1-attenang. ito Ohatiges.seen' fetaggre4ate number Of stu'dénts..
. ..
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V. The state is-working on the remedial And'develop-

mental programs for minorities.

VI.A. It is Alfficult to say what would happen in'

Qklahorna if SSIG were eliminated Or reduced. For themost

part theie has been dollar-to-dollar matching in the state..

It is difficult to say what would happen., 'The 'incentive to

start the program came from the federal government. It is

unknown whether or not the state-would continue its share if

the kederai piogram Were ended: ThOse-.most effected vould

be needy students; the impact would be significant but not

de4astating.

No changes.should be made in'the program.

The state feel It already has discretion in the

use of funds.

The State's response to changes'in_Pell Ani3(GSL hat

been one Of lobb0d6.. Also, the state incorporated federal

eligibility into the rulei and'regs of state programs'.
1

Student's genetally.understand,,finahcial-ald. There,

is wider publicity ph this than on-other, prograMS.

'Analytii.is centralized the StStOegenti

: Office;'but, theyjdonot.coVet sil,the available programs.

For eicample, Campus based prograc are analyzed in' that

agency. The Regents infori the state legislature, campuses

and lenaing agenciet. Upon tequest, analytis of legislati4e"



And exeCUtive is coOrdinated asvnieded.by the Regents'.

Oklahoma feels that-It:is not given enoUgh lead--

time; This is one of the larger-concerns of:the financial

aid community. Analysis done is ad hoc. InfOrMition is

sufficient when it is received in time, geheralLyit is ot.

Regarding the economy, the state has always tried

to respond in a positive and timely fashion when'

assistance was needed, sometimes the federal.support is

there and sometimes it is not. ederal policies are not a

problem, the timing of them is. State efforts have been

consistent.

VIII.a. None given.

VIII.b. Nonegiven.

VIII.c: None given.

4
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OREGON

IIiA, The impact of federaf Policies on this state has

bien broad. In the late siitties, there was an infusion CI

federal money into studenfaidr-and the Oregon programs.,

began to Stagnate because the money was coping from the

,feds. State programs were supplemental.. Now federal aid is

decieasing and the state is.in a position which does not

allow it to make up these decreased becausethere is no

mon The state has coordinated spate programs with

federal programs.
5

Oregon is an overmatched

Prior to SSW but it was not open

state. A program existed

to as many students,.. The

respondents do not really see a lot of leveraging going,on

as.a result of federal programs. SSIG is, of courser., an:.
.

.

, .

exception and an exariple of leveraging. -In Oregon this ,t'obk

the 'effect of,,opening the program'up to more Otudenti when

,the fedeeaf program began. Tuition would have.gone up
Y .

.

anyway, it has not gone p that much,

1III; The.bilance bet een .the tWo.is1lot.as Ithportaftt as
. ,

therole of the' twO. 'Respondents indivate that.the role
,

mighibe As in business,: the.federal governMent wodld pro-'

vide a prodUtt, .(rnohey). The state would be the goyernmene4'

wholesaler, and schools wOuld act as retailers td cUstomers

(itudents),. .In,other words, the syStem mould not 'function
:

well :If the federal-government CUt out the'wholesaler.- the

middle man. It!theyfeds-liaVk.00neY,' it should be spent on
'or ,



financial aid. Oier the.years4 the federal government .has-

not done a good-lob of working with the.states on federal.

funds. State are not involved in the process, have very .

little to say about what money they are getting and how to

spend it,

IV. There is no data to support shifts in'student
1'

demographics as.. related to federal policy. IilflatiOn hit

Oregon hard. Private institutions needed to increase

tuition. Feds may have had a role in keeping Private

enrollment stable. lhrollments are increasing, at two year

institUtions, but that is more a ftinction of their ekerging

Tole and is not related to federal'policy. . If federal sup-

port Were withdrawn, enrollment would be negatively effected

dramatically. Oregon sees a problem with'independent studeiitS

(the state accepted the.feds' definition of independent

students in order to ,keep the system unifori. ,This_doesnit

mean that they have always agreed, but have found it easier .

on institutions and students.) It is felt that Odependen't

stddents are' onto the game and.have learned' how,to

This is a result of awareness not 'a_ major chanqe. This

especially bperative in the Middle claisewhich now takes.a.
,

large pait of the Poi which may have.gond tolPoorer stu7:

dents. People are:wise to'the

V. .
The state'is teaching a point where it. may.need to:

tighten the definitions of:independent student even if the

.



'federal government does not. ,If this:does nót hppen.-,the

state will end up giVingtwo-thirds of its, aid te, indepen-
.

dent students. -

VT.a. If' SSIG were eiitinated or reduced, the state. would.

not maintain the program at thesame leVel.. It would keep
1

tip the state part of the commitment. .'The overall effect

would be a reduction in student access.-

SSIG is the most efficient federal program. Itjs

Awell. administered.

Discretionary. use of fundswould be a-positive st

forward. The state has a bill in the legislature now which

could be looked upon more favorably if it has such federal

support. n response to-changes in PE and qm, the state

makes comments and tries to get it policy more in line" with..

the federal's. The state iesponie is.dictated.by federal:

changes. If these'programs are reduced, 'the state will not

be 'able to pick them up. PELL has been-modified annually

along. 'with 'the feds.

-None given,

. The federal student aid policies are bett4

underitood. 'Student beneaCiaries understand,hOw to get
, ,.

federal money because of regulations recitilring,state to
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The State SCholarship Commiision is the central

.poin;bffor analysis on federal student aid matters. COunsel

is also responsible for coordinating-information between the

legislative and and executive branches#

,

z

. The state feels that it 'doe's not have.sufficient
.,

lead 'time. It anilysis of the mattei issuttained.,
A ,

Problems as they Come up are dope on an.id hoc basIs.

Information is sufficient. Although, sometimes the_itate

feels they need to push for the information.'

. The State 'is eXper4encing high unemploytent.

Cannot respond additidnal money. With respect td StUdent

aid there is, reilly no effect of federal policieS..f

VIII.a. None given.

VIII.b, .None given.

VIII.c. None
y
gAven.



2E0bE ISLAND

tA. 'Rhode-Island had,i State PrograXiin'effect.Prior.to

solc, but it was a Scholarship program. only-. After the ini-

tIation of a federal md.program it became a.scholarship-
,

.and grant prograM. This is not,seen'ai being 'tied eiclusi-

vely to the,Federal program.

Rhode Island is an.over-matched state which had a

state program in effect pripr to SSIG. Respondent indicated

that there is.absolutely no leveraging of state funds by

Federal policies.and programs. (Growth in the state grant

program is a function of a built-in growth factor in the

appropriations process as set by formula.)
*.

/IC Tuition leVela have been increasihg over the past

five years, but this is a, function;of antidipated state

'appropriations, not the Feaeral policies. There may be more

federal impact on tUiiion leVellat the private level.
,

Although the general expansion of student aid would be.com-

patible with:raising tuthon levels, there is of course

coAstraint on this when funds are Cut back.

The only responte-liven waS,that it'is critical, .

siven_a_ state_with economic difficUlties:more_extreme.than _

the national average, ttiat federal.s4ppor0?0 'maintained at;peak.-

IV No changes in student demographic variables are

'seen as ti4d to' federal policies.
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VI

VIA -Respondent indicated-that thtre would be no real

impact on the State if the,peogram werieliminated or

reduded. The appropriations fbr the program'ate set by for-

mula. The State would not replace federal funds. It is .

unknOwn-Whether each award would be reduced Slightly or.the
.

,number of eligIbles.would:be reduced. The program,has'grown

every:year.. This growth iS not dte.tO. federal,policy,.but

to a built-in growth factor in'the_state.appropriations

formula.-

-
llespondent indicated that one thing that would make

. .

'the SSIG program more efficient wOuld be leis strihgent

recording'requirements bY the Feds., It.is a bUrden on the

State t6 maintain indiVidual'records oe each student

rectiving funds and to Wye to indicate which portion of the

student's aid is SSIG money.- It woUld make moie sense tO be

able to say overall the State.,complies and indicate that the.

money is blended.

1.

7-

'Discretionary use of funds would be a uSeful

option. _Rhode Island has.a state-work opportunity program.

gowever, when the State aPplies far SSIG money'ihTuit state

how mUch grant and scholarship money the.state will put in

and can4t couht-how much mone', has One into thelWork

,
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program despite.the fact that the program is in a needs7
,

based student assistance 'program'. With such discretion, the

state could'count the work money.as part of the obligation.

VIB The State's major response to Peli-and GSL Changes

has been one of lobbying. The State has attempted to talk

to congressional representatives about the impact. Changes

in Pell could Affect the State because, if.a student* becomes,,

eligible for less money under Pell (e.g., $800 rather than'

$1,000); that reduces the. student'S resources and therefore

increase'S eligibility for aid in the State's, yieW. The

State does not have more money to reSpond to this and must

spread-its money More thinly.:-Overall tr!4 State feela it

can't do anything'regarding changes in Pell anO GSL.becauses.

It must comply with changes.
at

VIC None:discussed.

VII Student federal aid .programs are probably less well
.

understood than other major federal programa. The studentt

don't undersia04 them, the legislators don't understand

them, ahA-the, institution* do understand the*. 'One ele nt:of

student aid.is thatit is not fede:age_iiic-, the mb

gets blended ih with,the, state moneff; -AS a_result, People,

are probably not, ad aware of whatthe. federal part is.

=



Would be as compared to a'program.such as medicaid where the

10.4mney'comes directly ftam the federal governmeht to the
,

,reciPient and is not blended with state mOneY,.

Analysis of fedetal,policy is mot centralized.in

Rhode /sland. Legislative and executive analysis is'coor-

dinated.

'r

The state is Wot given enough tirie to respond to

changes in federal policy. Rhode Island's major problem is

that.they begin building their budget 18 monthff prior to

fiscal year. When notices go outjate from the reds, by
0

then the buaget is with the legislature. Federal policy
4

changes must predate implementation by 18 months in order

for the state to respond. Analysis is ad hoc, information'

again is not given in enough time.

The state has its own fiscal problems which are

probably exacerbated by federal problems. ttate_efforts are

consistent with economic Conditions.

VIIIA. None given.

VIIIA ' RhOde.island has:-a work opportuhityProgram which-

is a needs-based'program.-

,

VIIIC None 'given.
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. SOUTH CAROLINA I*

I/.A. Federal policies and programs bave.had very little.
,

lb

impact on the state. To the extent'.that'theypave had ailP

imDact it has been imperceptable. Thera tiiii5been s6me

impact on funding levels'although there is'no way to prove,
iimpact. It is gossibie that moie state Money:might have.'

gone,into eddcation if there had not 'been-the-federal:
.4"

prograis. However, the state will not be able t/O make up

the difference in sharp drops'in federal aid.

South Carolina"is'an oveTicatChed state. RespOnde.nt,

indicated that it has not had a leveraging.effect. Overall.

SSIG has not bad the impact.it ahould have. SSIG is used in-

South Carolina for students at in-state independent'

colleges. There is no state program for students owing to

public schools in-state.,PS

II.C. Although there isno data,to support this, tt is

possible the institutions have raised-tuition and'fees'thoze

quickly than'they otherwise might have.

II/. The balance 1.49 generally the way ii should be.

The federal government ahould have a major burden for

,responsibility and:the state should suppleMent-iti-efforta4-

The .relationship.ahould not be reVised. More state involve-,

meht imthe distributb,n4 fun& would be. disastrous to the

financial aid commUnity..

-4



.Although there- is no data, it items that there have

been 4n-effect by:federal policies-on the Student

demographic veriibles. Proba,01.1",, priVaie enrollment h

remained stable' as a'result. Ifh stite is exPeriencing.more:

'of an increase in enrol ent twqyear than at:fogr year..

inIttitutions. Veterans benefits also effect thisi Vets

receive the same amount regardless-uf7InstitutiOh's:
:

'tuition, And therefoie more often choose the less expl*psIve,

two yearschools. Federal poli4es and programs 'cerrY
tainly.had,n effect on overall increased enrollment through'

t

tile:years. The majoi effect 114 been that liiwer-inOpme stu-

dents have been-give* n accedt.. As,a result:of,CFt-baCiis.,-
,

more middle-income studehts: will) end up at public institUL.

tiOns.
,

V. None.
.

.-, ,

i ., .,
. :

, <
VI.A. If SSIG we4 eliminated CT reduced, the state would

.._ ,

At
.

,

'hdrreplace the funds.
\ ,

. ResOondint indicitedthat:t ere should 4, a mahdate,.) ,
mancrate to have the SHEEO agency adm; ister the ptogram.

,

0

Thete- Should be enforcemeht of equar-tccess.-by private and
*

publicstudentS-based oh need.

, -*



In- redpondent's opinion, work progrims.shoulk

reFlaceirSSIG: :SSIG:has mkt had t great,impact'on South,

Carolina. A work program would_be better in.the State.

V/B. There have been no real reactions in the changes in

eligibility in,Pell eXcept that the tuition grant agency has.

requested and-been refused more money.

VIC. Nohe given.

-VII. Federal student aid policies are less well

Understood. .Recipients ibn't know as much and don't take

the time to learn.

Analysilltideral policies is not centralized.

-Any which is done is.done by the Commission on:Higher

idUcatiOn. Some is also done by the4uition Gradt Agency

and'the Studefit Loan Corporation.

The Stad feels that it'is'never given enough.lead

time. Analysis is ad hoc. InformationAs sufficient, but

not enough-advance.

The.State's edonoMy is poor. There is less'money
.

for education, and the State finds that &p cannot react with,

idditional funds at'a time 'when the Federal i withdrawing

suppbrtd, Federal Policies exacerbate. St4te efforts are

consiAteht.



None given.

VITIB. -None given.

,VITIC. None .given:

4

,

,
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souTtaikkome..

IIA Not diqcussed..

IIB In the Past,_!Outh, Dakota expeiienced a- slight

leveraging effect with SSIG.. -This was not tO a.great, eitent

nor seen-as-bein SI I - kOta-legisli-

ture has not teen putting up the money and looks at the.

program-as "bait or seduction mOney" With a 'great deal of
A

reluCtance. Any levekage which does exist is growing less'.

important all the time. South Dakota,is-an ovei-matched

state.

IIC Tuition fee levels are moving up faster than state

support level. The State has increasing admission stan-
.

dards, but this is not a direct consequence. The State

feels that its resources are limited and they should be used

more effectively. There are no enrollmentrcaps. There is a

program review which will force the issue of whether or not

Marginal'prograMs should be maintained. It.is seen that

'Student enrollment:will decline over the.next,la or 15

yeari nationwide.. Thid is not ti-01 to federal 'policies.

III Respondent indicated that the Federal government

should have *heavy role supporting studenfinancial aid

, and eesearch. The feeling is that the Feds'are ;esponsible
.

and the State shouldn't take the presbure off of them. :The
.

I

governient should get out of the busibeSt Of involving them-,
, :

.

selves In the, development OfneW directiobs; tbey *shouldn't
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tell.the itate,how to d, o things when they don't know h6w.

The Federal government,should 4 t gut of the prograithatic

area.

_

IV South Dakota has experienced-a slight itOvement from

the private'to the.public sector. The enrollmen.t at tome

private schools haegtown while the enrollment at others has

decreased. Of those private institutiohs which-have lost

enrollment, all claim that,the-Federal government is the

-reason. South Dakota has nd two-year system. The State has

had an overall enrollment increase in the aggregatehlumber

of students, but this is not a result of,Federal policies.'

The economy of the State has the greater impact. The middle

class student is the one moat affected by these changes.

V None.

yIA If.SSIG were to. be-eliminated or reduced, there

would be virtually no impact upon the State. Respondent

indicated that the State no longer takes part in SSIG. This

yeae-schools could elect to take part and not all the money

was used. .It is too late in South Dakota, they are not.

interested in the program any more.

As for discretionary use of funds, the State wOuld

object to.the concept Of taking ."bait móney" to develop:

programs which.the State wouid,not want to do otherwise.
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".

This was PreYdusly, hoyever. This yeai, the State'indica_
s .

tes that it vl.rtually does-not take part in SSIG any mOre.

VIB Response taken by South Dakota has been in the-form'

of lobbying.

VIC. None given. /

,VII Federal student aid' policy is better understood.

The Board of Regents "does analysis of Federal

issues. The legislative and executive branch de' their oin

analysis. /t is a small state and these three.entities are
-0-

'in contact\with one another a lot.

. The State feels that it is not given enough lead

time. Analysis is ad hoc. Information is.sufficient-and

the State is given more than it needs. Things are in a

constant state of change:.

Federal policiei have'eXacerbated many of the
7 .

State's economiaal,policies: South Dakota has a balanced. ,

budget law: Federal policy is'not a positive inflgence..

.VIIIA None given.

V/IIB None given.

VIIIC. Norie viven.



'TENNESSEE

II.A. l'he federal SSIG program has clearly had an impact.

The state initiated a grant program prior ,to ASIG but the

court ,ruled it uncodstitutional in 1974 and the program was

defunded. Id 1976, if there had not beeh federal money,

there would not'have been legislation to continue the

program. 'Tennessee began,its GSL program in 1963. The

major impact of federal policy on the state-level -has been

felt-through these two programs. Other federal programs

/ must have h4d'an impact, but SSIG and GSL are primary con-
.

cerns of the Tennessee Commission.

II.B. Respondent found it difficult to respond to the

leveraging queqtion. The student assistance corporation is

a separate 4ency from the Higher 'Education Commission.

Respondent doesn't really see leverage in:Tennessee. It is

speculated that the existence of PellGSLI.etc. have muted

critism Which WOuld have arisen every, time the state

increased fees. The state has been able to set fee rates as

pirt of the overall bydget consideration.
4

II.c. Feaeral policies have made fee increases easier to

justify. The state has"had some efforts to limit

enrollment. ,There is i state program "created4ind designed

to close the gap betWeen'private andpublic tuitiont

156
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Although respondent has no figures to bear this'
f

out4 the speculation is that the-parental proportion of the:

cost of a student's attendanCe.has, diminished Since 1970,

although the actual dollars paiclout may not have dimi-
.

nished. As for the balance between stateand federal, the

diviiion is not as.important as it is between _government and

consumer. Tennessee money goes to Washington and comes

back; there must be a program in place for students who

can't pay anything, This means grants for.students who

can't borrow eveiything. Subsidy costs should be borne by

the feds; a failure to.do so would bring 'down the system.

The cost of insurance should be handled 151? thestate,andthe
-

front end of the loan should be passed'to,stUdents, whether -

it be orig natiod fees or-taxes. The state needs.to be

involved in nder participation. Inthe grant areal.it

should be handl at the' institutional level with state

oversight'. ,As for s d revisions of the federal/state

relationship, Tennessee foresees upcoming further centrali-
,

,zation' at the federal level and the federal govezhment is

. not equipped to deal at the local'level, Ideally, the rela-
,

tionship imuld. exist as it doei\now with SSIG, where the

state has aUthority to recentralize to the institutional

level, Tennessee would like td see PAU decentraliZed and



given to the institutiond to.administer.. The fedi tave a

responsibility fo'r an equitable formula for attribution.

iV. Respondent has only &general seole of changes in

variaftes as related to federal policies. Respondent specu-

lates that without the..federal programs, enrollment would be'

lower and there would be fewer private.institutions. 'As ft -

is, private enrollment is decreasing-. Thid is not

necessarily seen at a direct relationship to federal

programs though. The two year institutional enrollment has

grown faster. This could be becaUse it is,cheaper or

because it is more convenient to.commute. The total agolre-

gate number of students has continued to,grosi modestly.

This is.seen as being tied more to the poor economy than'ta

'students aid policies. The proposed and'actual changes hive

' fallen kost heavily on graduate and professional students..

V. The state is having problems getting lenders to
4

make ALAS loans: 'A bill has been introduced to'modify

bonding issues io ease this.
e

- The affect of eliminating or educing psIG would be"

a.political judgment, According to respon .gliminatiWg
,

the program could easily"tip the balance betw ^eh those who

support the prograi and those who don't. Respondent is

fearful that a demise of SeIG would put legislators in a

-
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position Whereby they woilld vuOkoney into other furictions7=

eitherother °state fundtions or other higher eduCition

tions. .As a result, the,,state would lose the ability to

serve' a-number of students.. Cuts wduld probably nOt deny

access becauSe costs are low, howtver choice would be

restricted.

SSIG is thought to be the best structured federal

program.

Regarding discretion in the use of funds, if work

programs are slipping to the forefront rather than SSIG,

Tennessee has no complaint,!--if that is thefocus.

VI.b.- Regarding GSLI Tennessee has been able to use

liberalization og programs to;istly increase participation

of,lenders/This has put4the ALAS progiam on'the line.

VZ.c. None discussed.

VII. It is hard to say whether ot not the programs were

better or lesi understood. Generally, they are probably not

understood.

State analysis of federal policies is not centra-
--

lized. The Higher Education Commission does some work on it

but is less equipped than other equivalent agendies\to deal'

with analysis or impact. Legislative analysis is not done.

The ExecutiVe Branch does not have a staff which analyzes.

The state does not 'feel it is given enough lead

time. °Analysis is ad hoc. Insufficieni-informition.is
S.

given.



It is difficult to.determine a direct relationship

.between the state's economiC condition and fideral policies:

Federal policies-probably exacerbate and -state:ifforti aie

-conaisteht.

VIII.a. None given.

None*given:

VIII.c. None given.



'rant

II.A. Federal policies 'have affected. state policies in

-.oniy a tangential manner... However, in 1974-With-SS/Gip the

'State _grant program changed from a tmition. equalization-

program'to the private sector and funds Were made available

lor public institution students.

I/.B. Texas is an overmatched state which had a program

prior to the federal SSIG prOgrai. However, the state grant

:Program was used for the private sector only.. Subsequent to

SSIG funds became available for public students. The SSI%

program has had some leveraging effect, although not a lot.

Other than initiation on the federal(part there is no

leverage; .

II.C. The greatest single support for post-secondary edu-
.

.
cation in Texas.is seen as being a low tuition rate for the

public sector. It is unclear whether this is a result of

federal policies. Two "prestige" public institutions in

Texas are tightening the enrollment,requirements; this is

not related to the financial assistance programs. The stat

seriouilyA/scussing raising public s.tuitions.

IIL. Respondent is hardpressed ta know appropriate

balance. As.for ksuggested balance, it would be a better

thing if federal.programs were designed as not to penallze

states /4th, for example, a low tuition policy. High

tuition states receive a proportionate share of the money by

qualifying foi,more federal support. State educational

161
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aggncies should be-more involved with'federal funding,

diStribution to Institutions. InstitUtions would probably

disagree with this. For example; in.the SSIG program-the '.

money flows through the'state and,is. monitored- Carefully..

If it is misused or not-used it is reallocated to ,another

institution. A. lot of federal.funds ate seen.as being

squandered.at the ihstitutional level.

rv. Federal policies have enabled more students to

attend private institutiOns. StatistiCs would indicate that

a smaller number of students are now-,e.nroiling at'private.

schools.- This 'does not exist to-a great extent; lt is

rather a smaller growth. factore Two year enrollment has

grown at a greater rate than four year enrOliments.

Overall, enrollment in the state has continued,to.increase.

V. Nothing is planned. (

7,

The-tlimination di reduction of federal support in

the SSIG program wouldjaean different things tO different

students. In the:private sector, monei whibh is now
(

available would be teduced.' With a lowered SSIG funding

there would be a lower state effort, In the piivate area

the state exceeds the.federal contribUtion. -The result!,

would be reduced amounts going to the same number of

qualify,ing students. In the public sectcir, toney'comes

162



,,
directly from institutions. With the SSIG source diminished

there feWer students would receive.grants.

The only recomalended change in the prOgris would be

regulatoty. In this the states would not have to specifi-
,

cally dollar-tor-dollar match the federal program in each -

student's package. -Rather, there.wLld be a ,situation of-

W,
allowing states to structUre it as they, wish as long as 'the

state gramt is equal to the federal grant. As it is now in

Texas, they need to issue additional checks in order to have

an'audit trail. Otherwise, -the state is pleased with the

prograi.

More discretion Would be valuable if it nere

flexible and nonrestrictive.

VI.b. The state hasn't done much in.response to changes

in PELL and GSL. This is tied to the low tuition rate at
N'

public schools.

VI.c. None discussed.

VII. Federal student aid programs are less well

understood. The programs are complex and numerous. State

'policy dakers don't understand them either. .

The state is reasonably.well centralized in its

analysis of student aid. The Coordinating Board has more

responsibility than Others. The governor's okfice relies on

the Board. Legislative and executive coordination is

reasonably well done through .the Board.

163
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I.

,The state does not feel that it.halrbeen.givAn.

enoUgh lead time. *The feds have shown ailazing consideEation

for those responsible for coorctinating state volicy. .Texag' s

.)

.legislature meets only every other year.: it-iS:diffiOult

-.
to Coordi e in such-e-close time-ipan.e. Analysis whid4 is

done ad hoc. Information is insUfficient. f-Zt has

generally been very hard to get 1500information needed about

what the federal prograls are doing. Uniil recentiyc Texas'

_economy was favorable. The state .hät continued to put in an

increasing share; e.g., students in private sector are
, .

paying less than 3% of. sts. As inflation incrfiasell-s0-

dent Aid'has been absorbed by the state:, During Reagan's
. 0

Administration, federal.policies have exacerbated'econOmics.

State efforts have been countercyclical. The.ability of

people to pay has Arobably increased, but they haven't-been

asked to. The state is seriously discussing raising public

'tuitions.

None discussed.

VIII.b. None discussed.

NT/Mc. NOne disc ed.

"

a.

'

.1.

,
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UTAH

,

II.a. Prior to qn, no one realized the magnitUde of

need. GSL it now the'largest program in Utah.. Last year,

the State extended 50-mi1lion dAollars in loans as compared

with'l 1/2 million dollars-in all other programs put

together., Overall, (other than GSL), therellis :been a 4ery

limited affect of federal policied on the state because Of

the low level of programs.

II.b. Respondent sees noreal leveraging. The Siate

Board of Regents is concerned about and lobbies for'-GSL. /

For example!. the elimination of gradulate students woUld be

Aevastating to Utah. Statesupport had been dropping Off.

The legislature takes a dim view 'of grants except for disada-.

vantaged students. The Board agrees with this. There is nio

effort to support NDSL, Pell, etc: Utah is an evenly

matched state.

II.c. Determination of' capitation grants.for medical stu-

dents has haA an impact,. The state has had to raise tuition

in medical school to offset the loss in capitation grants.

The state-aas tuition waivers for 10% c# the total number of-

resident students. This is based on need and academic

quality. At the graduate level, there is extensive use of

wa0ers to graduate:teaching. assistance.
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III-. No discussion of balance. Regarding role, respon-
.
, 2

dent sees no need-for-state--involvement:GSL is the-only-.

N
program where centralization is warranted. Utah has worked

out mechanisms for decentralized financial aid and it is

working well. 'Money 'is passed to institutions.

Centralization shOuld be at the institutional-level. This

would eliminate the building of empires. The state is anti-
.

bureaucratic. It supports good accountability and a centra-

-lized and lean system.

Ty. Respondent was unable to identify demographic

;Jariables as affectecrby federal policies, in fact, does not

see federal financial aid policies'as having any impact.

,There are more significant factqrs. Enrollment trends are a

' function of unemployment, not a function of financial aid at

all. The state is experiencinTheavy enrollment increases

in science programs. Public schools have open admissions

subject to availability. Apparently, public schools are
A

turning 1500 to 2000 students a year away.

V. None given.

VI.a. .The SSIG program is small. Eliminating or reducing

it would have some impact on disadvantaged students.

Ldgislatures have indicated that if SSIG is lowered they

would shift state money Vito a work study program not at an



increased level. If given discretionr.the state would pro...-

:bably tove_gradually toVaFd a woik study prOgram.

SiIG is'emphatically Supported; it gIves aid offi-

-cers flexibility in putting.together packages. Aid officeri
;

are at variance with the legislators.

Vt.b:, ReiPonse to.PBLL and GSL changes has.been primarily

to the-student financial aid administritors at the ikistitu-

tions. When they haveAmade their concerns, this is

reflected to the Board and resu4s- in lobbying efforts.
11:

Utah is a middle.class state, and. GSL cuts hurt the, middle

class.

VI.c. None discussed..

VII. On the whole, federal student policy is proba6ly

the best understood.

Analyiis of federal policies is centralized with

.the- Board of Regents in issues of planning and finance.

Most other issues are analyzed at the institutional level

and by the state desociation of.financial aid officers. The

Regents maintain a li4iht hand: They have a great distance

between schools.in Utah. Legislative and executive coor--..,
#

dination is run by the Board.7

The state feels that it is not given enough lead

tile. .This Is,oneof the TOst,seriOus problets the'state
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encounters in dealing with federal policy. ResOOderit bites

'as' an, example the delays in getting out.intormailon about

complianceHwith trpth in lending regarding promissory notes.

The state spihds a lot of-money-and the end it wasn't
4

necessarY. As-another example, last fall,-institutions went).:

several monthivithoOt khowing'theaIlbstmerits.) /alysis

done by the state is adhoc. Information ii insufficient.

Generally, federal policies are countercyclical:

State efforts have not really responded or changed.

VIII.a. None given.

'VIII.b. Respiondent indicated that if SS/G funds were

lowered 'significantly, the state Would probably shift money

into a wOrk study program but not at an increased level of

funding. If given discretion on how to use the SSIG 'funds

the state,would probably, move gradually toward a work Study

program.
-

VIII.c. None_given



. VIRGINIA
11Zi.)

II.a. -In Virginiar-federal student aid is the base upon

'which_programs are builtrstate programs augment federal
.N

Ones. WithOUt federal aI4e_ the state would be "bigger intO

the student aid businisse" which wOuld-iesult in a smaiier

state system. lamer the past ten_years, the state-hasioullt

'a sizable non-need tased program for priOate students.

II.b.- Virginia is an overmatched state. Up uqil last

year there was no leveraging by federal programs. In fact,

the opposite was true because pollcies had been becoming

more and more generous. 'Last year, because it was clear

that programs were under fire, there was a good dose of

moneir placed in the institutional budget and there was a

mandate to start a work study program and a need based

program. SSIG is the only leverage program the state has

now, although it has.had a minimal kind of leverage tecause`

its been the minimal requirement, that is in maintenance of

effort required.

If Virginia hadnot NO the federal programs, it is

pridtcted that it would have had a syst within which there

would have been more aid and less access i.e. 'a smaller

system. -Because Virginia was giving out.small grants-to a

lot of people.it has under consideration a law which respon-
,

dent, describes as: a, program of last resort. It iiould take'



the statewide need based program and after considering

family and,student contribution, PELL, etc. if d student has '

$1,000 of need he/she could get up to 65%'from the need

- bated. program.. Respondent commented that Ronald Reagan's

proposed program (40/60%) turned the federal program into
\

,augmentation rdther than bdie.,.This wduld not be good for

the state.

Tuition and fee levels to some extent have been

immUneVin other ways they have been raised in recognition

that there is aid available. Without the federal program ,
.

enrollment capswould have COme soonei.

Physically, Vitginia would like ,to See feds con-
,

tinue to play a role ai the provider of the financial aid

. base to students .(on a need. basis) and to pay a share of

research. The feds need to recognize that states, rather

than colleges and -universities, are out there and be more

conscious of the relationships which exist between operating

budgets, capital budgets, and financial aid, and to

recognize that a change in financial,aid-programs is not ,

simply a change in'student plans. Zt 'involves potentially

massive changes in state programs and planningL_

The states don't want to intrude on the workings of

the institutions, bat it.wouldn't be bad if the states were

170



allowed to administer block grants and target money for :

their min needs. The state ought to be a party tO planning

'which gods into where the money is'going.

rv. Respondent indicated that it is .difficult,to know

-whether or not, in the private sector, federal policies had

made a difference in enrollment. Probably it does.

Virginia, combines a non-need based grant on top.of what

might be means jutification that produces Pell and 'access

to NDSL and qws money. Virginia has a wide range of private

colleges, and at some it certainly has made a dqference. A

bigger,difference is seen in the public institutions.

There, federal programs have made it possible for some who

might otherwise not have had access to attend two year

schools, while for others it has been possible to go on to

four year schbols or'all the way through college. Regarding

ihe tggregate number of students, there are no data,to prove

the impression that there are more students than there would

. be if there were'nd financial aid. The state did an

"impressionistic" survey three years ago of students asking

them: if "X" happens, what would you do. People indicated

that they woUldn't go to school. This is not considered a

reliable study by the state. Respondent indicated that.the,

state has capitalized on changes by using money which was,

available to build more capacity to handle students.'
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V. None given.

If the federal contribution of SSIG sere eliminated

_or reduced it would *kick a program of.last resort in the

teeth" by taking 40% of the money out. That would 1ea;.70.a

program so small that it would ,probably be,ibolished. Last

- year Virginia had 42,000 applicants And gave out 20..000

ixants. Next year,.on the.new needs base program less thin

10,000 will receive an..average grant of,oyer $400 .(the _

awards will range from $400 to $1000).

No changes in the program were redommended.

It Would be great if the states were allowed More

discretion as long as they .are not asked to trade Off-, for-

example, SbIG for CWS.

,The staiesis moving toward a changerto a state*need

base program. Aftericonsidering family and student contri

bution, PELLI.etc. if a student has $1000 of need, he/she

can get up to 65% of that need froi the program.

VI.c. None given.

VII. Federal student aid is not as well understood as

other programs because there isn't any easy way to make pre-

cise correlations between the.federal and the State.

Analysis offederal programs is ceribralized, With

the Department of Planning.and Budget. It is respondent's
A

opinion that this agendy handles it badly while theState

Council-of Higher Education-does it well. The legislative

-



branch'turns to the Council fdr,explanations:, There is

coordination of legislative and executive analysis but there

is little'legisliiive analysis.

The state gloes.not feel that-it hai had ample lead

time. Forms haveriq been piinted on time. No policies were

released. The state has sufficient lead time on sole mat-

ters.and insufficient lead, time on others.

Up until last-year V' ginia's economy Was going

well. ..The growth'.commitment_was strong and moving and
4

higher education had aore access to it. Federal pull,backs

are not countercyclical because enrollment d come close to

peaking And it was, seen as possibly,time for levelling Out'

the financial aid support. Reagan's proposal exacerbate

difficulties.
\

VIII.a. Virginia is noW-considering a statewide .need base

program:After considering family and student contribution*

PELL, etc. if a student has $1000 of need he/she,can gpt up

to 65% .from the program.

None given.

None given.
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WASHINGTON

T.
II.4. Washington has.experienced relativ41Y-litt1e impact

f.rolla federal prOgrams and policiei. IA the early 70's the

implementation of SSIG stimulated the eiisting state program

(established 1964). .,The state doesn't tie as closely into

the PELL mechanism. I

II.b. Washington is an overmatchea state. Federal poli-

cies have not served to leverage additional support.

Perhaps some additiOnal state student aid support has been

generated, but there has not.been a significant effect on

state,appropriation, A more relevant issue is state revenue

availability.

/ncreases in aid in the late 70's may have made.it

easier to enact tuition and fee increases. The tuition sen-

sitivity in PELL has coritributed slightly to the feeling

that fees can be increased with less risk; although there

are other factors involved... Any links arevery.marginal.

The affectof GSL was that legislators felt that students

could borrow money., The primary affect of federal programs

with the ability of individuals to make, a positive choiceo
0

enroll.

III. *Washington's opinion is that if the federal govern-

*

ment.should get out: of direct assistance to the stud nts..,
. .

The itate's heaviest role is support for institutiont
4

1

operations. The state effort plight tobe increased and the

- feds should stimulatt"thagt. The federal role should be

;..



4.

strong but the greater portion should be linked up With the,

. state which has the lesser role but a strong role inieupport

of institutions. One thing which has caused dcffidUlty ist

the Pell program,. which brought Congress intoquestions of

- needs analysis which aren't needs analysis. The.notion

that, for example, $1500 is given to a.student is popular

politically. It should be regularized so that People know

which part of a package they can rely on. The

Administration has been attacking things which should be

sttengthened. Regarding the role of the state in funds

distribution, more ovetIght is needed. As for revision of

the relationship, "it is going to follow the money." In

large pait, it's up to the state in terms of the role they

play in taking the initiative. The Department of Education

and state student aids agencies should have- a commitment to

consult. There is a 1rd for involvement by'state.student

aid offices, SEEEO, etc. into some decision making and

pl4nning. SSIG should not be eliminated;, it should be used

as a base for more assistance.

IV. In.thc'opinion of respondents, the groweh of finan-

gial aid in the late 70's assisted private institutionstin

accommodating moderate growth while costs are increasin/.

It is conjectUral, that there'may have been fewer indeOenr

dent institutions otherwise. Federal policies haVe not had
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an effect on enrollment shifts or distribution.in the pUblic

system; Respondent coulOn't 'quantify any changesin

enrollment. tne-third of the.state'S full-time students are

receiving.aid. Ibis number would be lower wi=thout'progroMs.

The state is now seeing an increase in aid applicants'and a

modest decrease in entry-enrollments. Insti,tutions can't

respond to the demand. CAn. increase' in demand is tied to

high unemplóymeni. Fdwer.people are getiing aid and fewer

people are attending atall this year. This is also tied to

a low state revenue. Full-time students dropped from

153,000 to 147,000. It is also conjectural that diminishing

student assistance has hit lower middle income students the

moss;
^

V. The state is attempting to gain additional

, appropriations through a variety-of bills to broaden the

authority for tuition and fee waivers.

VI.a. If the SSIG program were eliminated 2,000 students

Awould be dropped. This would have a direct effect on their

access. These fund* are targeted to the neediest students

and the state would not be able to replace the federal

contribution. In contending with last year's reductions,

the state has had to lobby hard for repliCement,of money,

and_while some support has come from the governor's office,

,
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it. ia Onknown'what, the -iegialature-will d.
..:-

,SSIG is the most efficient fedecal program going,

Washingtori,has one of the largest State work study
4

programs in the country. Discretion. would be fine is.long
.

as it wepe flexible with no penalty for exliting programs.

VI.B, The G8I1 changes were Supported by the state, there-

fore there was nothing to respOnd to. Thi eligibility

changes in Pell were seen as not beipg that great.

VI.C. None given. .

VII. Federal student aid policies are lesewell

understood.

Washington 'feels that its analysis of federal

programs is both centralized and decentralized. The Council

for post-secIadary education does analysis iipact.on the

portions of tZbudget affecting education'as sent around by

the governor. The governor's office is &clearinghouse.

Analysis between the legislative and executive branches s'

shared. .

. The State feels. ihe Changes in federal policy hav

not been announced with sufficient lead time. Analysis,ii

fusually sustained someti es ad hoc. Information.is

insufficient.
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Federal efforts are.countercyclical. The.state was

in good shape through 1979 and-aid appropriationt grew,at a

tremendoui -rate. _Some individuals who didn't need'it were .

receiving money. .Beginning.in 1980,.the state had'a mote

difficult economic Period and at :that time there was federal

retrenchment. State efforts have had to be consistent with .

economic conditions.- the state now has an,8 1/2%, sales-tax.A

The state must have a balanced budget.

None given.

VII1.b. Washington has the largest work study program in-
,

the country,

VII1.c. ,NOne.given.

it
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WEST VIRGINIA

II:a.. Mest Virginia had alstatetgrant program in
existence since 1968' ana*the SS/G prograw allowed expansionof that program in the mid-70's. PELL created considerable
resources. Had it not developed', there would have been
greater.presiure tor a state grant program. GSL has had a .S
strong impact in the'lasf three years. West Virginia is one
of thijast states to move to state

administratiOn. Loan
.volume was Axtremely low. The Higher

Education,Assistince"
.Foundation,,administers the loan program, nqt the Board of
Regents.. Theie.has been an ,increase in,tke number of banks
participating. ,Ttie state 4rant.program had its first cut-

:-
6ack.at the federal level, people starting looking to Gns..
Overall there is' notiseen to be any4tie to federal policies.
Factors are mcire,in response to state

difficdlties beCause
educational appropriations are going down. There is more
rpiance on .student feei. °L)

.
4IsII.b. There ii a minimal relationship and not,a great

-;deal of leVeraging. There has been some growthjn SSIG; the
,

J,year it began( the ttatelrant
appropriatidns trkdkled. West.

Virginia is an Overiatched,ttate!
In.effectl'thOSIG

program had
nothing%o,d4Pwith it; itvas comPletety inci-.

Aentat., ,
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II.c. Students In private ihstitutions received'higher

naximum awards for'this year.- Awards 00 students in private

institutions.we7 reduced to accommodste,increased fees at

those inititutiods. Part of it has to-do with the differen-

tial. There have been proposals in the siate'to Create a

voucher program for private students which would reimburse
, .

West Virginia colleges (priyate) for fees for West Virginia

students. Because the federal money hasn't been there, the

,private sector is pushing for money to offset rettriCtiods

in

/ .

GSL. The state has begun fee inCreases. This is

pccurring as educational appropriations in the state are .

being.reduced and.the state finds Ltself more reliant on

student fees.:
- ,

Last year was a pilcit year for the state In deve-

\loping a student data base. .Data from this is mot yet

The respondent has requested that his opinións on

the state vole not be-speCifically identified With the. state "

of West Virginia in,any final repoit: Respondent's opinion

is that there is,a lot of logic in providing the state with-

a role'in the distribution of money to institutions. It is
. .

felt that the states could benefit from better information
.

. Olithe allocation.of

4

.
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.0n the revision of the relatiogship.between the

federal.aild the state, respondent indicated that8there

llould be a better informatiOn exdhange. There is not a.lot

of'direct information bele; exchanged at this time And that

' could be improved.

rv. There is not a major shift between the priVate and

the public.sector; From '431 to '82 public enrollment

actually decreased yery slightly and private enrollment

increraed minutely. The.feeling is, however, that more stu-

dents are staying close to home'and commuting. There is no

data.to support this. There is some increase in community

college enrollment although this is riot major. .0verall

aggregate attendance kell og slightly but not to a signifi-

.cant extent.

Fee levels will probably go up.but this is not in

direbt response to federal policies. tt more.an.affect

.of.the state educational appropriations being.reduced.

If ,SSIG were to be eliminated it Would_not'put West
. .

Virginia out of the/program. The'practical affect would'be

fewer tecipients or smaller awards. There is, however,

little chance that the state would offset the difference.

, There...F(25;A be more'likely than not be reduction in acceis,.

4 but there are so.many variables it is hard to predict,

4



SSIG is an efficient prOgram,which should serve 'ai

a model for what state/federal paftnership ought to be:

West Virgdnia wOulffreact favorably to discre-

tlonary.utW of fundsl'it would give states with heed the

opportunity to meet those needs. However, this disdretion

should be\R!rmissive not.mandatory..

VI:B. West Virginia's major reaction to changes in PELL

and GSL has taken the form of lobbying.

VII.
.ra

Nonelliscussed,

Federal studeht aid policy'is hot well articulIted.

It is less well understood than other programsA.g.,-cate-
,

gorical programs.

Note: thia infOrmation is not to be attributed
0

directly to the state orWest Virginia in a final report.

The state does not receive.enough lead time. The

state had a'problew with the Pell formula this year. It

would'appear that the feds are manipulating the system to

accomplish that which has not been achieved, 1.e.,'cuts

Arthrough the'appropriatigns process4 Application vdlume is

down and,that is partially attribUtable to the lateness of.*

forms, Analysis dOne'is at ad.hoc and their information' is
,

not sufficient.
-4
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The state's analysis of federal policies is not

tot y entralized. Generilly, there has not been a lot of

analysis ofsthe impact of these programs. Th state doesn't

have a working unit pmimarily assigned'to suc n analysis,

it depends on the_agogram. For example, a threat to cut

research dollars would incur the involvement of the institu-

tion most likely to be ,involved. On student aid issues, the

Board of Regents coordinates with the institutions to deter-
.

mine impact. Legislative and executive analysis is probably

not coordinated.

VIII.a. -None given.

VIII.b. None given.-

None given.
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WYOMING

Federal programs have not significantly impacted

the ;tate. Colleges have gained.appropriations 49m:the

state for ,studont work piograms. It is, however, a con-,

tinuing concern of*the school administrations that state

response will be needed to balance future federalcuts.

II.b. Leveraging is not seen as being operative in the

state. There is no real state plan and state decision

makers perhaps feel guilty enough over the absence of such a

plan to appropriate money for the work studpprogram.

Wyoming is an evenly matched state which claims it has had

to sell colleges on the use of federal mOney for thejincen-

tive grant program.

II.c. Wyoming
eu
has continued to be independentiy minded,

with regard to federal Propbsals and hive not encouraged

them. The state's attitpde toward student aid Mirrors their

attitude towards the iederal government. For example', the

state 1202 Commission participation was rejected by the

state due to its reluctance to atcept any strings which f

migh,A be attached.-
,

, .

.

Responsibility for student 'assistence.rests at the

lower level: the state haS 'Pa greater.responsibility that?
4 4

the Iederal government, and,the institution or district has

a greater responsibility than the state., ,The state'has

.7 4)* .


